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            The lack of learning English effectively in the Chilean public school has produced a wide gap between public and 
private schools. The Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive groups, which focuses on communicative activities and 
collaborative work, has become the potential solution that will narrow those differences. This study aims at comprehending 
the process of learning English through the Interactive Methodology of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” in a 
vulnerable school context located in Penco, eighth region. The type of research was qualitative, consisting of a study case 
.The participants were 28 eighth grade students, males and females, from Forjadores de Chile Primary School, selected by 
probability sampling. The research instruments were a semi-structured interview and focus group. The findings showed that 
the students presented an increase in their level of motivation as well as in their outcomes since the methodology is centred 
in their own interactions and peer learning, which caused very positive perceptions and attitude toward the process of 
learning English. Furthermore, the implications drawn from the study were the effectiveness of the work with the 
methodology which had direct impact on students’ performance, self-esteem and interpersonal relationships. 
KEY CONCEPTS: Dialogic Pedagogy, vulnerable school, Interactive Methodology, communicative activities, social 




            La falta de aprendizaje de inglés de manera efectiva en Chile ha producido una amplia brecha entre las escuelas 
públicas y privadas. La Pedagogía Dialógica de los Grupos Interactivos, que se centra en las actividades comunicativas y el 
trabajo colaborativo, se ha convertido en la solución potencial que podría reducir esas diferencias. Este estudio tiene como 
objetivo, comprender el proceso de aprendizaje de Inglés a través de la Metodología Interactiva de la Pedagogía Dialógica 
"Enlazando Mundos", en un contexto escolar vulnerable ubicada en Penco, VIII Región. El tipo de  investigación fue 
cualitativo, y consistió en un estudio de caso. Los participantes fueron 28 estudiantes de octavo básico, varones y mujeres, 
de la escuela pública” Forjadores de Chile “seleccionados por muestreo probabilístico. Los instrumentos de investigación 
fueron una entrevista semi-estructurada y grupo focal. Los resultados del estudio fueron, la efectividad del trabajo y un alto 
impacto en el rendimiento, motivación y las relaciones interpersonales. 
CONCEPTOS CLAVE: Pedagogía  Dialógica, escuela vulnerables, Interactivo Metodología, actividades comunicativas, 
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
1.0. Introduction 
           In the context of a globalized world, English has become one of the most used languages in 
the whole world. According to Soares (2010), around four hundred million people in the world 
speak English as their first language and over nine hundred million use it as a second language. It 
is likely that the number will grow more and more as English is used as a global means of 
communication for different purposes and in a variety of contexts. 
The needs of English in Chile are similar to those of the modern world in terms of business, 
tourism and education therefore, the demand for Chilean students to be able to communicate in 
English is increasing significantly.  
Nevertheless, something is wrong in our educational system. Something is wrong with our 
schools because the students are not succeeding, particularly if we see the results of the 
standardized tests in Chilean public schools.  
 On the other hand, students are not learning to communicate in English at all or if they do, 
they hesitate, get nervous and are afraid of making mistakes. Why do students fear if everybody 
makes mistakes, even in their mother tongue? The problem is that the fear of making a mistake 
destroys their fluency. 
On account to this fact, it can be stated that there is an urgent need to transform this reality 
in order to overcome the obstacles that are found in the process of learning English as a second 
language.   
           Despite all the efforts that have been made to improve Education in Chile -with the purpose 
that children understand and produce English- particularly in vulnerable school contexts, it can be 
observed that the gap between public and privately subsidized schools is increasing greatly every 
9 
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year. In order to quantify the results of these efforts, the Chilean government created a standardized 
test SIMCE Inglés1 to measure the competences of students in English. This test was created in 
2010 and is taken every two years. According to the Ministry of Education (2012), when this test 
was first applied in 2010, only 11 percent of students from third grade high school reached level 
A2 according to CEFR2 parameters. 
The experts from the Ministry of Education concluded that those students present high 
academic self-confidence and more hours of English classes. Therefore, it is evident that some of 
the needs Chilean students have in order to learn English in a self-confident way, is motivation 
and a change of methodology in the development of the learning process. 
While in private schools the curriculum embraces English from kindergarten up to fourth 
grade high school, with specialized teachers and effective textbooks which bring digital tools in 
software and compact disks, in public schools they start in fifth grade, compulsorily according to 
the national programme, Mineduc (2012) with no more resources than the textbook given by the 
Ministry of Education and the teacher.  
           It is blatantly obvious that students, who have better economic and social conditions, also 
have more access to better quality education. Private schools offer them the best means, 
alternatives and conditions for studying and practicing what they are taught in class: good learning 
spaces, such as self-access rooms, computer and language labs, comfortable classrooms with 
                                                          
1  El sistema de Medición de la Calidad de la Educación (Education Quality Measurement System, SIMCE) is a battery 
of tests used in Chile to measure certain aspects of school curricula. Currently, a state agency, The Agency for Quality 
of Education, is in charge of administrating the tests to students in 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th grade (basic education) and 
10th and 11th grade (2nd and 3rd years of secondary education).( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SIMCE) 
2Common European Framework of Reference: International standard for describing language ability 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_European_Framework_of_Reference_for_Languages#Common_reference_
levels) 
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central heating, audiovisual resources and digital boards. Private schools count on canteens, big 
gymnasiums, sports fields and playgrounds, everything perfectly well conjugated in virtue of the 
achievement of their students’ academic as well as personal goals. The specialized teachers-who 
are determined in obtaining good results in standardized tests-, provide students with all kinds of 
input and the best tools in order to develop their skills for processing, internalizing and applying 
the information.  
The small number of students per class allows teachers to interact with them in English 
without any problems. Teachers can also, make any arrangement or physical changes they want 
inside the classroom, implementing thus, various strategies in order to foster and assure a good 
process of learning and good results in students. As classes are more interactive and learner 
centred, students speak English most of the time with their teachers and peers and receive 
permanent feedback. As a consequence, they have more opportunities to rehearse and improve 
their language practices. This phenomenon can be proven by Ferrada´s theory (2008) based on the 
project “Enlazando Mundos”3. In her investigations, she has demonstrated that the dialogue and 
interaction are innovative means that make the difference in learning.  
These studies have been undertaken in several local communities of the VIII region and 
the results, in terms of motivation and outcomes, are incredibly positive in the different 
establishments especially with vulnerable conditions. 
           On the lights of this Dialogic Methodology, teachers are just guides of the process, not 
protagonists, they devote their attention to encourage students to participate in class by means of 
                                                          
3    Experience of building an educational model based on the transformative, critical and dialogic theory developed 
in a learning community in the city of Concepcion. Its primary mission is to generate a process of equality, expansion 
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different styles of learning varied activities and materials especially designed for them in order to 
prompt interaction as much as they can during the process and, that way, make learning a more 
attractive and encouraging experience. The contents are used as mere instruments to achieve 
communication in the second language, what is very relevant, is the role of collaborators who are 
intended to cause a reaction in the students through the reinforcement of their soft skills (Saldaña, 
2009). 
In order to understand this phenomenon, it is necessary to remember that in private schools, 
teachers are usually supported by well-educated and cultured parents who are deeply interested in 
mainly, their children’s training in English. They are, certainly, aware of the importance of the 
language in terms of communication all over the world today. Speaking English facilitates the 
process of applying for a job and guarantees social status and prestige, due to the fact that the 
mastery of English language is positioning itself more and more every day in the high places of 
work and, apparently, Chileans are certain that it will ensure a successful future for their children. 
 In contrast to the previous context, most public schools have to deal with a rather 
vulnerable population of children who belong to families with low incomes, with unemployed 
parents who are not concerned about their children´s education, probably due to factors such as 
ignorance or lack of interest, because English, for them, is useless. Some parents are alcoholic, 
drug-addicted, or a criminal in jail, then, what they can do against this scourge is very little. As a 
consequence, the features previously mentioned, directly affect the learning process in the 
acquisition of a foreign language with which they have no contact at all in their daily routines. On 
account of this, students are highly demotivated –as well as teachers- and evidence severe 
disciplinary problems. 
12 
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           In general, the deterioration of the Chilean public educational system has caused inequity 
in Education. It is very important to smooth the differences and find the way to narrow them as 
soon as possible. It is urgent, for us teachers, to make a change and implement some transforming 
practices that foster and guarantee a significant learning process that makes students more 
interested in learning English and improving their academic results. 
This task can seem difficult to achieve and it can also sound something impossible to do, 
but the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” (Ferrada, Flecha 2008) can provide a positive 
solution to address these issues. This pedagogical methodology can bring surprising new 
educational strategies based on an effective communication and useful resources for teaching a 
foreign language in our classrooms. 
1.1. Rationale of the study 
The Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” has been tested in the last years in different 
establishments of the VIII region. University Professor Donatila Ferrada (2008) has been its 
pioneer in the Universidad Católica de la Santísima Concepcion, with very favorable results in 
several fields like Mathematics, Spanish , Biology and, of course, English proving that this 
methodology is cross-disciplinary and helps students practice, in a variety of ways, any content of 
any subject.  
The model has also been put into practice in San Sebastian University in Concepción, 
where students of the English Teaching Programme have experienced the benefits of the 
Methodology in different levels of the pre-service teacher training and have implemented it in 
vulnerable schools of the region, demonstrating that all students are able to learn English. 
13 
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The investigation relies on the fact that this pedagogical model can help teachers develop 
their teaching skills and also improve the English language learning levels of their students in an 
unconventional and creative way. 
            It is interesting to see how students learn through the interaction with their classmates and 
collaborators in the working stations that this methodology offers. They are led by these 
collaborators who develop activities with different teaching approaches in order to invite and 
motivate them to perform in front of their peers through five or six different activities constituted 
in stations. 
It is also encouraging for teachers to notice the students’ improvements and outcomes 
throughout the process. There is enough confidence in that the dialogic methodology will give 
good results, because after being implemented in different countries of South America such as 
Brazil with excellent results, it has also been implemented for over six years in the vulnerable local 
schools and since 2012, in tertiary Institutions such as San Sebastian University’s curriculum of 
the English Teaching Programme with successful results. It was found very advantageous for the 
students, since they were able to learn in an alternative way and it was possible to cover the 
programs of study without any hindrances.  
With this didactic model, the attitude of the students presents a radical change in relation 
to their traditional role: from a passive receptive agent of knowledge, the student becomes the 
protagonist of the dialogic creation of knowledge (Ferrada, 2008).   
            Equally important, the project Enlazando Mundos has originated several instances to be 
demonstrated and taught to other colleagues in different national and international conferences 
such as IATEFL (2012) in Santiago, in a first seminar in Talca, Bastías and Quintanilla (2013), 
14 
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PUC International Conference in Villarrica Bastías and Quintanilla (2014), and in the second 
seminar on the Dialogic Pedagogy held in USS, Campus Concepción (2014). 
1.2. Significance of the study 
The Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” will bring a new way of tackling second 
language learning and teaching, as a proposal of solution to narrow and diminish the gap between 
the outcomes of private and public system. 
Likewise, this study will be useful for curriculum policy makers, English teachers, initial 
Teacher Training  Programs and administrators who attempt to help students with low levels of 
motivation and plenty of difficulties to produce English whether written or oral.  It can also be 
used as a guideline for developing students ‘productive skill through the use of communicative 
activities. 
 Based on what Harmer (2007) proposes in order to foster production, this original 
pedagogical model can provide a new strategy that will allow students check their own progress 
and will ensure a high level of motivation, because it considers aspects such as maximized chances 
to use the language, interaction and a lot of language exposure, opportunities that will enable them 
to communicate in English, which they are going to learn unconsciously, due to the fact that they 
are repeatedly immersed in it.  
            The implementation of this methodology will provide teachers the opportunities of 
developing a different role inside the classroom, where they become only a mediator between 
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1.3. Objectives and research questions 
The main objective of this study is: 
 To comprehend the process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the 
Interactive Methodology of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” in a vulnerable 
school context located in Penco, VIII Region. 
Yet, the specific objectives of the research are: 
1. To identify the role of the students and the language collaborators involved in the process 
of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology. 
2. To determine the perception of the students involved in the process of learning English as 
a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology. 
3. To describe the relationship that is established between the students and the collaborators 
in the context of the Interactive Methodology. 
Thus, the study aims to answer the following research questions: 
1. What is the role of the students and the language collaborators involved in the process of 
learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology? 
2. What is the perception of the students and the language collaborators involved in the 
process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology? 
3. What is the relationship that is established between the students and the collaborators in 
the context of the Interactive Methodology? 
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1.4. Organization of the study  
            This study has been organized in five chapters: Chapter two, which follows, where the 
reader will find information about the context and participants involved in this study. Chapter 
three goes through the literature, key concepts and theories supporting the study. Then, Chapter 
four refers to the methodological framework used to undertake the study and answer the research 
questions. In Chapter five the results of the study are analyzed and final conclusions, projections 





CHAPTER 2:  CONTEXTUAL FRAMEWORK 
2.0.   Introduction 
The Dialogic Pedagogy has already had its first implementation in Europe and Asia, where 
there is evident awareness of the importance of the teaching- learning process for the development 
of a nation. Thailand, for example, is an important exponent of learning communities; they solve 
their problems by sharing their experiences and knowledge in learning communities since 1981 
when adults created centers for that purpose. Then, the government created reading centers or 
meeting places where the citizens had talks about politics, social life or personal issues. These 
centers were located in various places of the community, such as, temples, schools, community 
halls, renovated buildings, factories or prisons and were led by a coordinator or a volunteer teacher 
who gave people informal education in order to promote literacy and improve their quality of life 
and alleviate poverty. 
The Thai model of non- formal learning became an important interactive method since 
people interchanged knowledge and experience in it. Thanks to these community centers, and to 
the dialogue between the participants and the monitors, people learn a lot about a variety of things 
inside the community (Leowarin, 2010).  
            Ramón Flecha (1997), a Spanish teacher of sociology, is one of the first European explorers 
of the communicative methodology and learning communities. His investigation about learning 
communities in Spain has been, in part, inspiration for this study, due to the fact that it proves that, 
by transforming the communities, it is possible to overcome school failure and conflict. 
This project is based on interaction and dialogue which aim at an educational equity for all 




Professor Donatila Ferrada (2008) implemented first, this innovative pedagogical 
methodology in two subjects: Spanish and Mathematics, and later, in Biology. Based on the great 
impact of this experience, the idea of implementing this method in English as a Foreign Language 
subject grew up. Having some experimental tests developed in different cities in the 8th region, the 
Interactive Didactic on English lessons had very good results. Nowadays, this methodology is 
actively implemented at San Sebastian University in Concepción where new concepts have been 
internalized. 
The idea of this Interactive Methodology was conceived after observing several 
implementations carried out in the teaching practice field of San Sebastian University. It has been 
interesting to notice that the resources used in the Interactive Methodology are powerful enough 
to engage students increasing the motivation to learn and to participate in the activities. Thus, it 
can be any kind of activity (listening, writing, reading or speaking) the results are the same, higher 
motivation and self-confidence, increased participation and effective learning in a personalized 
way.  
The project “Enlazando Mundos”, has been implemented in some public schools that have 
hard social, cultural and economic problems, where the participants assume a collaborative 
predisposition in order to give students the same learning opportunities and narrow the gap of 
Education. 
Likewise, the closest records of the interactive teaching of English have been approached 
by students from San Sebastian University who programmed and implemented pedagogical 
assistance once a week, during one semester, with the participation of learning collaborators, 
University teachers and the English school teacher, in the context of a collaborative project 




The research methodology used in this study is qualitative; it is framed within a 
constructivist and holistic perspective, because the reality is studied in their natural context. The 
data collection techniques used were semi-structured interviews and a focus group who had the 
pedagogical interventions implemented during the semester. 
 In light of the findings, it appears that the motivation of the students in the subject of 
English increases considerably and dialogic learning is assessed through the methodology of  the 
interactive groups  where learning occurs horizontally and democratically, that is, there is no 
hierarchy of positions, in contrast to traditional teaching. Among the limitations of this 
methodological proposal participants report that the time available to plan and execute 
interventions has been the most difficult, especially to find the best strategy for all actors involved 
in the programming of each intervention to work properly. It is concluded that this new educational 
model points to a new conception of education, where the student learns the teacher and vice versa, 
creating in the classroom, a dialogic and community environment. 
 Professor Donatila Ferrada (2008) in her article entitled "Enlazando Mundos: A 
pedagogical model that builds hopes of equality and inclusion in public schools”, said that the 
current Chilean society has perpetuated the educational inequities in schools with social and 
economic vulnerability. Thus, the author defines the “Enlazando Mundos” group as a set of social 
partners mobilized by the generation of equality of learning for all students. The conclusions of 
the article highlights four central ideas: 1) the “Enlazando Mundos” group repositions the role of 
tertiary education in the initial training, knowledge building, its relationship with society-school, 
its social responsibility and its role as articulator network of agents and social agencies; 2) the 
project is based on the concept of human development and dialogic pedagogy in which the agents 




school failure in vulnerable contexts; 4) the project develops from practical construction of the 
inter-subjective fields of learning, teaching and evaluative for the transformation of all the agents 
involved. 
 Regarding the empirical evidence of the Project “Enlazando Mundos”, Saldaña (2009) 
makes a contribution on the role of learning collaborators in her article titled "Role of collaborators 
of learning: A pedagogical contribution, under the project “Enlazando Mundos". This research 
aimed to characterize the role assumed by the learning collaborators under the project and their 
performance in their functions, activities and/or tasks in front of interactive groups in the 
classroom. The findings revealed that collaborators made similar contributions in educational 
aspects, regardless their gender, age, academic biography, origin context and professional life. 
Collaborators also play a transformative role within groups offering interactive educational 
contributions in vulnerable school context. Finally, the functions performed by the learning 
collaborators allowed to define their role as educational support or support classroom teacher in 











CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This theoretical framework contains the main concepts closely related to the research 
theme, namely: the process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive 
Methodology of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” in a vulnerable school context 
located in Penco, VIII region. 
 
3.1. Development of language skills 
Many researchers (Wongsuriya, 2003; Phuphanpet, 2004;  Kethongkum, 2005 & 
Promshoit, 2010), who have done investigation on students‘ listening and speaking abilities, agree 
that the causes are complex: first, that students have few opportunities to use English outside the 
classroom; second, they cannot apply the knowledge learnt from the classroom to use in real life 
situations and they have little repertoire of vocabulary so they are not able to communicate using 
appropriate words; third, students do not trust in their ability to speak English; fourth, many 
teachers do not focus on speaking because it takes more time to practice, they emphasize 
grammatical structures; fifth, students do not have a clear goal for speaking English and last, 
students are reluctant to speak English because their past experiences have been negative. 
 
3.2. EFL Teaching methods and approaches 
There has been a lot of investigation regarding ways of teaching, methods and approaches 
to teach English as a foreign language along the years. Many authors propose alternatives.  Douglas 
Brown (2001) refers to the approaches and specifies the definitions of the concepts related to 




Classical–learning of Latin and Greek– Then came the Grammar Translation Method (19th century) 
which lead children to learn huge lists of vocabulary in isolation with lots of grammar rules. In the 
middle of the 20th century, the Audio-Lingual Method appeared presenting a new format of 
patterns and models. Later, cognitive code learning based on deeper structures of the language, 
flourished responding to the so called Chomskyan Revolution. In the 1970´s Community language 
learning, Suggestopedia (Lozanov, 1971), the Silent Way (Gattegno, 1974), Total Physical 
Response (TPR) (Asher, 1969) Cognitive Theoretical Background, Natural Approach (Krashen & 
Terrel, 1983) appeared and affirmed that language was facilitated through discovery and creation 
more than repetition or memorization of what had to be learned. Besides, (Ausubel, 1961) also 
proposed Discovery Learning. He supported the idea that learners should develop independence, 
autonomy, responsibility and collaboration. He refers to the process of acquisition of a second 
language as the interactions of the subject with the new information. Teacher is a stimulator, is 
silent most of the time, students have to process the information themselves in order to discover 
the meaning and sense of it. 
After a large number of studies and research on teaching methods and approaches along 
the history of English as a second language, it can be concluded that an approach is a set of 
assumptions dealing with the nature of language,  method is a plan for systematic presentation of 
the language and techniques are specific activities in the classroom consistent with a method and 
an approach (Richards & Rodgers, 2001) also define approach as assumptions, beliefs and theories 
about the nature of language. Design, as the relationship of theories to classroom materials and 
activities with the procedure, as the techniques and practices derived from a selected approach and 




Unfortunately, those attempts have not been enough, especially in vulnerable contexts, 
where the teacher needs to be more creative and work even harder in order to engage those 
unmotivated students; they do not count on all the teaching aids and material resources that privates 
are able to provide. 
With the purpose of reducing the differences between the two sectors, there have been 
many attempts to discover the most functional and appropriate approach. Some of the most used 
along the history of language teaching have been Task Based Learning, PPP (Presentation, 
Practice, and Production) and Grammar Translation Method which will be addressed in this study. 
Teachers have been supported for decades by these methods, providing lots of opportunities 
to improve students’ motivation and learning practices, but there is the sensation that it is not 
enough, that there is still more pending research on it. Lessons along the time have remained almost 
the same, teacher as the center of attention and students following instructions as if they were 
robots. 
Lessons are usually boring and students become uninterested, because they do not have 
many possibilities to ask questions or participate, because as the classes are so large, there is no 
opportunity of intervening. Besides, teachers are not able to motivate all the children, rehearse 
with them and give them feedback individually or in small groups, it is almost impossible to attend 
all the students inside the classroom (Gardner and Smythe, 1975).  
 
3.3. Learning styles 
 When we think about Learning Styles, it is necessary to keep in mind that each person 
makes use of specific techniques, according to his or her style, at the moment of learning, therefore, 




guaranteed that they learn in the same way. Since each student learns differently, they have 
different concerns and their progress varies. On the other hand, each time the teacher explains in 
class or assigns an exercise to be done by students, they use their own system of representation. 
 The concept of learning styles from the viewpoint of Barbara Prashnig (2004), is the 
particular involuntary way in which the individual assimilates, retains and processes information. 
Besides, Revilla (1998) states that some characteristics of learning styles are relatively stable, but 
they can change; they may be different in different situations; they are likely to be improved and 
when students are taught according to their own learning style, they learn more effectively. 
 On the other hand, each learning style points out the preference for the means of 
representation -channel of perception- that every person has, without exclusivity. In this sense, the 
ideal learning is the efficient use of the three channels –visual, auditory or kinesthetic- and the 
ability to adapt Educational materials to the way students learn. From this perspective, a teacher 
must be able to recognize the prevailing styles students learn by choosing specific teaching 
strategies to the diverse needs of them (Perez Jimenez, 2001). 
 If students use pictures, shapes or colours to internalize the information they receive, 
then it can be said that they are visual. On the other hand, if they learn through movements, they 
are probably kinaesthetic and, in the case they learn by using their audition, they are definitely, 
auditory.  
  The following table shows a classification three modalities and what elements are the 
most used by learners: 









VISUAL Pictures Shapes Colors 
KINAESTHETIC Positioning Body movements Gesture 
AUDITORY Listening Rhythms Chants 
                                                                                    
3.4. Interaction and communication 
It is necessary, for the sake of young learners of English, to make a change in the way 
lessons are worked, in order to fulfill the needs of the class, it is urgent to make a transformation 
in the scenario for the students. Paulo Freire (1970) in “the Pedagogy of the Oppressed” suggests 
that it is urgent to make a change from the bank education, where the educator gives information 
to the student and sees him as an empty recipient that has to be filled, to an education where both 
learn from each other through real interaction. 
            If we consider interaction among subjects who are involved in the learning process, we 
see that there are several theories in terms of communication. That is why the German 
psychologist and philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1985) with his theory of communicative action, 
proposes that there has to be a dialogue with the subject next to one in order to reach an 





adapted from pérez jiménez 2001. learning styles from model v.a.k. and its incidence in achievement academic in children of degree 5º of primary 





3.5. EFL Communicative competence 
  The concept “communicative competence” has been defined as the knowledge of both rules 
of grammar and rules of language used appropriately in a given context (Hymes, 1992). According 
to Larsen- Freeman (1987), the characteristic of communicative language teaching are concerned 
about the communicative intent. To develop learners’ communicative competence, learners first  
learn how to convey meaning, and how to participate in speech events. Grammar should not be the 
main focus. 
Professor emeritus and psychologist Sandra Savignon (1983, p8) points out the 
characteristics of communicative competence as follows: 
1. Communicative competence is a dynamic rather than a static concept. It is 
interpersonal because it relies on the negotiation of meaning between two or more people 
who share degree with the same symbolic system. 
2. It applies to various other symbolic systems including both written and spoken 
language. 
3. It is context specific. This is because communication happens in many 
situations and its success depends on one’s understanding of the context and on previous 
experience. 
The word ‘competence’ and ‘performance’ are different: Competence means what one 
knows and performance means what one does. Only performance can be observed whereas 





3.6. Communicative activities and tasks 
   The main objective of communicative activities is to motivate purposeful and meaningful 
interaction among students. Communicative tasks are designed so learners will have a reason to 
interact; they can bridge an information and opinion gap and can ask for or provide real 
information, or find out about their friends’ opinions. 
Communicative activities can motivate the classroom and prepare the learners for real- life 
interaction (Gower, Phillips & Walters, 2005). 
Littlewood (1998) determines the importance of communicative activities under the 
following ideas: 
1. Communicative activities provide whole-task practice through many kinds of 
communicative activities in order to suit the learners’ levels of ability. 
2. Communicative activities improve motivation. The learner’s ultimate objective is to 
take part in communication with others. The more students see their classroom learning related to 
their objective, the more their motivation increase. 
3. Communicative activities allow natural learning. Many aspects of language learning 
can happen only through natural processes which work when the learner is involved in using the 
language for communication. That is why communicative activities are a vital part of the total 
learning process. 
4. Communicative activities can create a context which supports learning. 
Communicative activities instigate positive personal relationships among the learners and between 
learners and collaborators, which encourages individuals to learn better. 
It can be concluded then, that communicative activities motivate students to achieve 




the participants in order to complete the task. The activity takes place in the real time; therefore, 
the outcomes cannot be exactly predictable. 
Communicative activities can encourage students to use English, and students are 
motivated to communicate with others because they have an aim for using the language and 
creating the interaction among students.  
 
3.7. Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos”  
Ramón Flecha (1997) affirms that, dialogue and mutual collaboration are extremely 
necessary, therefore the Dialogical Pedagogy of the interactive groups is the perfect alternative to 
deal with this issue.   
Bearing in mind the fact that education has a variety of areas that can be exploited in order 
to have better results. Different methods, approaches and theories are still being adapted to regular 
classrooms where students can do several activities to reach the goal of a better understanding. 
Thus, during the last decades, several authors have been working on a pedagogy that can help to 
make a connection between the teacher and the students through a simple instrument: 
communication. The “Dialogic Pedagogy” fulfills this need. 
According to Paulo Freire (1970), one of the most important exponents of this kind of 
pedagogy states that communication is a fundamental part of a human being life. While people 
communicate with others, the person is creating, analyzing and building new concepts; the person 
is gaining new knowledge. The main focus of this pedagogy is that people can dialogue in order 





            It is important to say that the origin of the methodology of the interactive groups is present 
in different places of the world (Ramón Flecha, 2007) in Spain, writes about learning communities 
which do not need teachers inside the classroom, but other sort of helpers such as family members, 
school members, other students among others, can be incorporated. Donatila Ferrada (2008) in 
Chile and Paulo Freire in Brazil (1970), are great Latin American exponents of the interactive 
group methodology, both interested in studying the real needs of an oppressed education with the 
purpose of shortening the differences present inside the classroom. They argue that the dialogic 
pedagogy produces positive effects in students due to the interaction that occurs when learning 
through this method. It is essential for meaningful learning, that previous knowledge is found in 
the cognitive structure of them, because they are used to anchor the new input. 
Ferrada and Flecha (2008) stated that the dialogic pedagogy covers different educational 
fields including: the intersubjective construction of the curriculum, the intersubjective construction 
of the learning process, of the didactic, and of evaluation. 
1) The intersubjective construction of the curriculum: The collaborators work together based 
on the principle of interaction of the Dialogic Pedagogy, defining theoretical and practical 
categories based on the subject. They work together in the planning phase in order to reach the 
main aim of the whole process including cross-curriculum aims and make agreements related to 
the design and development of it inside the classroom. 
2) The intersubjective construction of the learning: This point is reached by applying the 8 
principles of the dialogic learning: 
i. Instrumental dimension: It refers to follow the plan of studies according to the level 




ii. Cultural intelligence: It refers to the capacity of interaction and communication with 
others in order to interchange information and culture. This means that all persons are intelligent 
and are able to contribute. 
iii. Creation of sense: This means, potentiate students’ learning in order to foster 
interaction driven by themselves. 
  As students are faced to different social agents who offer different possibilities of 
learning, they have wider alternatives to choose.  
iv. Solidarity: This refers to the idea that all the members are responsible of each 
other’s learning, then, they are ready to help and support among themselves. 
v. Egalitarian dialogue: Means that all the participants have the same right and 
opportunities to communicate. 
vi. Equality in the differences: Means that all the differences are respected in order to 
reach equality in the opportunity to learn. 
vii. Transformation: It refers to the traditional classroom is transformed into a public 
classroom that is directed by all the participants of the teaching – learning process. 
viii. Emotionality/Corporality: as biological beings, we need to establish emotional and 
physical relationship with the participants. 
3) The intersubjective construction of the didactics is related to the interaction patterns based 
on the Dialogic Pedagogy. There is an interaction of all the possible participants present in the 
classroom in order to present different ways to teach and learn the same topic related to the subject.  
4) The intersubjective construction of the evaluation: all the collaborators have to agree with 




through a collective revision based on the formal assessment of the curricular progress of the 
students. 
            The Dialogical Pedagogy of interactive groups offers the teachers, the possibility to work 
with large numbers of students divided into small heterogeneous groups, with a monitor who will 
be in charge of delivering the information about contents through varied learning strategies in a 
short period of time with the purpose of attending all the individual differences (Ferrada, 2008). 
Vygotsky (1978) in his theory of social learning and scaffolding explains that human 
beings learn in groups when they are together and support each other. He suggests that learning 
occurs only in a social context which demands constant interaction among the members. Besides, 
Ausubel (1961), refers to the theory of meaningful learning that shows us that students learn for a 
longer period of time and in a deeper way if teachers deal with their interests and personal life. 
Moreover, other authors argue that  dialogue, communication and interaction are predominant 
characteristics in the process of learning, therefore what children learn does not depend on what 
happens within the classroom only, it depends on the correlation between what happens in the 
school, the house and the street. Accordingly, schools are becoming learning communities and the 
work in them is an approach to overcome social and educational inequalities Elboj, C., 
Puigdellívol, I., Soler, M., & Valls, R, 2002). 
These theories-upon which this new teaching proposal is based- have a tight connection 
with the methodology of the interactive groups, since its base is directly related with the social 
interaction of the individuals. We all know that with a varied and encouraging methodology that 
considers pair or collaborative work, students really find the sense and profit in what is proposed 
to them as protagonists of their own learning, therefore, their attitude is definitely positive and the 




            On the other hand, Slavin & Cooper (1999, p.3), agree that cooperative learning is the 
“pedagogical practice that promotes social interactions among students, encouraging them to work 
collaboratively and productively with others”. This previously mentioned theory proposes new 
methods to be implemented in classes. Furthermore, it ensures a constant change from the 
traditional teaching process, in which students learn passively, to a new Interactive Methodology, 
where students need to think abstractly in order to find solutions to the activities proposed in class. 
It can be concluded then, that the communicative methodology, based on the active 
participation of the members involved in the process, requires the creation of conditions that 
provide equal intersubjective dialogue among the participants.  
 
3.8. Interactive techniques 
Considering the techniques used by teachers, there are: Group work, pair work, and 
tutorials. In spite of the use of these techniques, it is important to consider that placing students in 
groups will not necessarily ensure cooperation. That is why teachers need to be trained with some 
key elements such as: establishing a state of positive independence within the group and 
understanding that they have contributions to make to the group. In other words, students need to 
be taught about interpersonal skills and also about small group skills to manage group interactions 
and behaviors. The precise methodology, in this case, is The Dialogic Pedagogy of Interactive 
Groups that is proposed for teaching English in this context covering all the areas of teaching: 
classroom atmosphere and management, rapport between students and collaborators, materials and 
resources used for communication purposes in real situations and different strategies used in the 




Along with cooperative learning, it is necessary to first, teach the students about the 
structure of the group work so that they are able to know consciously how they are going to work 
and thus, maximize their learning. (Lou, Y., Abrami, P., Spence, J., Poulsen, C., Chambers, B., & 
d’Apollonia, S,1996) say that it has been discovered that students achieve a higher level of 
proficiency in groups of three or four more than when they are in larger groups or remain in the 
whole-class. In addition, Gillies (2014, p. 8), affirms that: “the effectiveness of the learning 
depends on how the group is organized in terms of students’ abilities and weaknesses”, that means 
that it is important to have heterogeneous groups (high-medium- and low-ability) created randomly 
in order to enrich learning. 
Some investigations studied the importance of the effects of small-group learning, Pai, 
Sears and Maeda (2014) found that small-group learning had a positive impact on students’ 
performance when compared to individual performance.  The  results  of  these  analyses  showed 
that students can achieve more outcomes  when  they  work  cooperatively rather than when they 
work individually (Gillies,2014). 
Making students interact benefits the group cohesion and the motivation at the moment of 
completing a task.  When  teachers  structure  small  group  activities  with these  conditions,  
students  interact more,  using  more  words per turn of speech and communicating more equitably,  
therefore, ideas are shared among the members  of the group. Regarding today’s teaching process, 
students possess a more individual and systematic technique to communicate with teachers 
individually. Sharing time with students in context is part of a new communicational system. 
During the learning process students benefit from this communication in terms of behavior and 




Moreover, students sometimes do not want to ask for any kind of help during the lesson, 
they remain with what they already know, and also they keep their doubts for themselves. The 
Dialogic Pedagogy changes those drawbacks of traditional classes by making the lessons opened 
to discussion, promoting knowledge from the basis of communication, cooperation and freedom 
of opinion, where everybody has the same right and opportunity to participate. 
 
3.9. Transformation 
In a traditional class the learning and the evaluations are not established together as part of 
the same process, they are considered as separated topics.  Teachers usually use tests to evaluate 
the achieved learning. In traditional classes students are taught concepts and theories but they are 
not taught with the use they can give to those ideas.  
“The traditional English teaching, the procedure, the teaching and study environment are 
rigid, teachers are usually circling around the classroom, interrupting when students are speaking 
or listening”. Besides, they tend to “pay special attention to grammar and reading, leaving the 
productive skills such as speaking and writing apart” Liu (2014, p 374-378). 
In their last book “Transforming Education. The voices of Teachers” (Ferrada, Villena and 
Turra, 2015)” refer to transformation as a means for a real change, because all the systems must 
be affected and innovated; therefore, it is important to implement new ideas, arrangements and 
methodologies in the classroom, and also consider those changes in the well-planned teaching 
practices that are going to be transformed from traditional to interactive teaching. Innovation in 
the educational process refers to internal and external changes that modify ideas, practices, 




Some of the changing dimensions, developed in the school by teachers and students, are 
concrete and abstract thinking, two dimensions that need to be developed during the learning 
process, where the previous experiences are relevant when learning new concepts Vygotsky 
(1992). Students learn the basic concepts such as, sports, television, arts, etc., after learning some 
specific topics, they can think abstractly and use more complex vocabulary and add other functions 
to the language. Thus, it can be concluded that the word and other signs are the paths that lead our 
mental processes and encourage us to solve problems through communication and comprehension 
Vygotsky (1992). 
At this point, the teacher’s role is very clear:  give students the possibility of getting the 
knowledge from their concrete individuality with a specific procedure. This has to be considered 
by the teacher when planning an activity or when assessing. 
The dialogic learning then, results from the interactions produced thanks to the egalitarian 
dialogue among all the persons who belong to the group contributing with their own arguments. 
The Dialogic Pedagogy is based on principles that support the egalitarian dialogue, 
transferring their cultural intelligence to the members of the group focusing thus, the problem 
with different perspectives especially when the context is transformed and adapted to make it real 
and meaningful, where the same opportunities of learning are provided and no differences exist 
among them. Then, with the help of collaborative monitors inside the classroom, students can 
improve their knowledge very significantly (Flecha and Piugvert, 2002). This methodology 
allows teachers, inside the classroom, to develop an environment of constant dynamism, since 
every different rotation gives students a wide variety of possibilities to learn the same content. 
The teacher, although is not always teaching, but coordinating the stations, is always 




hand, the help of didactic resources and material for collaborators and students is very important, 
because these tools support and encourage students to understand meaningfully. 
As a synthesis, the reader can observe that this model considers and keeps  the correlation 
between the instrumental and social learning inside each programmed activity, the diversity of 
learning strategies, the heterogeneity of students, the personalized attention through the formation 
of small groups with a collaborator each, the diversity of agents -different from the teacher- the 
professional role of the teacher who assumes as a coordinator of pedagogical work, the 
collaborative and constructive role of the students, the permanent generation of high expectations, 
from the teacher and collaborators, in all the students. 
 
3.10. Motivation  
          It is important to remember that one of the most important components of a successful class, 
is motivation and it is, for all teachers known, a very difficult task to achieve especially in English, 
which students, who belong to a vulnerable context, do not consider relevant for them. Gardner 
and Lambert (1972) recall that affective factors are extremely related on what the student does in 
the classroom, how he or she works. In the case of students from a public school, where English 
is not seen as an important subject, those who are highly motivated and have a positive attitude 
towards a topic, will learn and have better results that those who are not motivated. According to 
Rodriguez (1987 p.4) “learners with positive attitudes towards the language will tend to do better 
than students with negative attitudes”. 
In spite of the participation, kids do not feel attracted to the theme involved. As an overall 




crucial in order to develop a meaningful learning process in a comfortable and motivating 
environment. 
It is important to remember that one of the most crucial actions for any successful lesson 
is to keep students motivated. It is already known that this is a difficult task to achieve, since 
students are not keen in learning English. They are usually worried about other issues. What can 
teachers do to change this frequent and difficult reality then? (Gardner and Smythe, 1975) recalled 
that affective factors were extremely related on how a student works inside the classroom. Students 
that are highly motivated and have a better attitude to a specific topic will have better results after 
learning certain content. 
The implementation of the Dialogic Pedagogy in schools has made the English teaching 
and learning process more dynamic for students, whose only desire is to move and do things. 
According to Gardner and Smythe (1975), one of the teacher´s main aim is to motivate the learners and 
maintain the motivation during the whole class, by involving them and exciting their curiosity.  
           Affect, achievement, attitude, and activities are all vital aspects of motivation and factors 
that create and foster the desire to learn Harmer (2007). On the other hand, external factors 
(extrinsic motivation) such as words, guidance and support, can be used to influence the internal 
desire to achieve some goal (intrinsic motivation), but one form of sustaining students’ motivation 
is giving them responsibilities for themselves, make them become “doers” Harmer (2007). 
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
4.1. Qualitative Paradigm 
            Creswell states that a paradigm is mainly a worldview, a framework of beliefs, values and 
methods within which research takes place (Creswell, 2005). 
            This research was undertaken with a qualitative approach and is aimed at comprehending 
student’s process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology 
of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” in a vulnerable school.  
        Creswell (2005), expressed that: “a qualitative study was an inquiry process of understanding a social 
or human problem, based on building a complex, holistic picture, formed with words, reporting detailed 
views of informants, and conducted in a natural setting” (p.204 ). He states that a qualitative approach 
is one in which the inquirer often makes knowledge claims based primarily on the multiple 
meanings of individual experiences or meanings socially and historically constructed and that it 
uses strategies of for obtaining information such as narratives, phenomenologies, ethnographies, 
grounded theory studies, or case studies (Creswell, 2005). 
            In the same way, “A qualitative research is based on descriptive data that does not make 
(regular) use of statistical procedures” (Mackey and Gass, 2005 p.162). Considering the previous 
focuses, this investigation was supported by the participants’ impressions, opinions and 
perceptions as well as attitudes towards the use of communicative activities in the classroom from 
an insider perspective. Additionally, this qualitative research gave the researcher the possibility to 
describe, analyse and interpret in detail, all the interactions between the collaborators and the 
students and also among the students themselves, taking into consideration all their experiences, 
beliefs and thoughts as direct participants of the study. 
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            This chapter discusses the research methodology including population, sample, research 
instruments, data collection procedures and data analysis. 
4.2. Design 
            The design of this investigation was a study case in the implementation of the Interactive 
Methodology. Through this study case, particular understanding and insight of participants’ roles, 
perceptions and relations will be gained. It allows the researcher to explore individuals or groups, 
through simple to complex interventions, relationships, communities, or programs (Yin, 2003). In 
the Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive Groups, the class was divided into 6 or 7 different groups 
at random no matter that the members of each one of these groups had heterogeneous 
characteristics.  
4.3. Data 
            The data collected in this study consisted of the student’s answers to the semi structured 
interview and a focus group. 
4.4. Instruments 
A semi structured interview, was applied to learning collaborators and the teacher of 
English. With the purpose of gathering information about roles, perceptions and relations 
established among the participants of the process, a focus group was the instrument used with the 
sample group of students. Qualitative information was obtained from students, the collaborators 
and the teacher of English. The semi-structured interviews were administered to the three 
collaborators and the teacher.  All questions aimed at getting opinions they had towards their roles, 
perceptions related to the interactive methodology and the relationships they established during 
the interventions. Both, the semi-structured interview and the focus-group took place in a separate 
room of the school, not their classroom. The information obtained in a recording, was transcribed 
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in a spreadsheet, taking into consideration the most relevant and common information as well as 
the research objectives. 
A semi structured interview was the chosen instrument to get information from the learning 
collaborators and teacher of English since this sort of data collection is an easy and accurate way 
to get specific information about general perceptions of the participants, due to the fact that 
everyone responds to the same questions.  
            In this case the answers to the interview brought specific information within a safe and 
relaxed environment in which students did not feel pushed to respond what they were expected to, 
but they freely expressed their opinions and feelings towards the new Methodology implemented 
for their process of learning English. 
Furthermore, the teacher and the collaborators, who are students of English Teaching 
Programme from San Sebastian University, answered a semi structured interview through which 
they expressed their opinions and perceptions related to the methodology, the implications of it 
and the impact this new model caused on their teaching style. 
The researcher chose semi structured interviews as a way of gathering information because 
according to Wengraf (2001) semi structured interviews “produce a session in which most of the 
informant’s responses cannot be predicted in advance” (p.5). In that way, the aim was to get 
unplanned answers and make the interview more spontaneous and fluent, therefore, the researcher 
could have the chance to go further with the answers provided by the informants and get other 
impressions that might have not been considered in the formulated questions. 
On the other hand, it has to be reminded that a focus group is a sample of participants (from 
6 to 12) who answer questions interacting among them and directed by the investigator. 
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4.5. Validation 
            The instruments mentioned above were validated by three University Professors from San 
Sebastian University. Angie Quintanilla, who is an English Professor graduated from Concepción 
University, who also has a master degree in the field of Linguistics done in Concepción University. 
Wanda Yáñez, an English Professor graduated from Concepción University who also has a degree 
on English Teaching for primary students from Concepción University and a Master‘s degree in 
Higher Education from Andrés Bello University. Last, but not least, Maria Alejandra Torres, 
secondary English teacher graduated from Concepción University and Master in Educational 
Curriculum from UARCIS. The Professors validated the questions for the interview students 
would answer, after an accurate revision (see Annexes A and B) their feedback and support helped 
to improve the investigation process, pointing out specific and very important details that had been 
left behind before the validating process (see Annex E). 
            On the other hand, consent letters were sent to school members and parents to be authorized 
(see Annexes C and D). 
 
4.6. Population 
The population for this study was a group of Eighth Grade students from Colegio 
Forjadores de Chile, in the City of Penco, VIII Region. This level was chosen due to the fact that 
they have been working with the Interactive Methodology since 2013, when they were in Sixth 
Grade. 
        This specific study has been undertaken in Forjadores de Chile Public Primary School, in 
Penco, VIII Region.  The school is located on a hill at the entrance of Penco, a small town near the 
seashore, on Ramón Carnicer Street for Pre-kindergarten to Eighth Grade students. 
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 While the School Mission is to foster Education and Culture in order to enable students to 
face the new experiences successfully with a creative and divergent look, the School vision aims 
at forming persons with solid values and competences which enable them to successfully face the 
changes of the modern society.  
According to these perspectives and to be consistent with them, the school members are 
permanently concerned about their students’ welfare. Therefore, they are open to modify their 
practices and adapt the context in order to facilitate the process for learning. 
The principal and the school board, followed by teachers, inspectors, secretaries, parents 
and students, compose the school community. There is also a special needs program in charge of 
a specialist. 
The 8th Grade has 28 students, which is an average number of learners per class. Both male 
and female students attend classes. The age of them varies from 13 to15 years old. Besides, they 
have three hours of English a week; Tuesdays and Thursdays in charge of the teacher. 
            The 8th Grade constantly uses Travelers 8 course book which is given by the government 
through the Ministry of Education. Along with this, several extracts from Movers exam are used. 
In relation with this, the class counts on resources such as flashcards, worksheets, videos, games, 
songs, pieces of writing and many technological gadgets that can be seen at the school for teaching 
purposes. Each classroom has its own notebook, speakers and multimedia device, in order to assist 
teachers' work. 
On the other side, with regard to social background, a very low social status is noted in this 
public school. Most of the students show a high vulnerability condition. 
            Respecting the importance given to the subject at school, it is considered with certain 
relevance, but it is not one of the most relevant subjects at school. Learning English is not a 
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priority; students are not interested in it, since they do not have enough possibilities to learn 
meaningfully, because they do not have the chance to be in a positive and participative learning 
environment. Most classes are teacher centered and it is almost impossible for a teacher to attend 
all the students inside the classroom (Davila, Ghiardo and Medrano, 2005). 
 
4.7. Sample 
 The sample consisted of two student teachers and a teacher of English, who worked as 
collaborators in each station. The former student teachers, belonged to 3rd year of English Teaching 
Programme of San Sebastian University; institution that has been working with the Dialogic 
Pedagogy of the Interactive groups since 2011. The latter, teacher of English, worked as a moderator 
as well as collaborator. He also was in charge of explaining the aim to students at the beginning of the class 
and measuring time allotted to each activity – ten minutes.  
Finally, school English Teacher, who worked as moderator as well as collaborator. His 
work was to explain students the aim of the class before starting work in the stations and was also 
in charge of the time that each station lasted, ten minutes.  
The probability sampling was the technique chosen in the selection of students who would 
answer the questions. This type of sampling is done at random, because, in that way, bias is 
avoided. According to Ferrer (2010), in this type of technique, all individuals in the population can 
be part of the sample, having positive probability of contribution, when taking part of it. 
            He states that Sampling is a tool for scientific research and its basic function is to determine 
which part of the reality (population) is being under study and must be examined in order to make 
inferences. On the other hand Creswell (2009) specifies that participants in the sample are 
important and interesting, because they have experiences to relate and provide insightful 
information about the objective of the study. 
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 4.8. Procedures 
The Dialogic Methodology of the interactive groups was planned to be worked through 
interventions in the classroom of the 8th Grade. The research collaborators started doing 
interventions in the class since the third week of August up to the last week of November. The 
collaborators and the teacher were able to see by themselves, how the students reacted in front of 
the interactive stations (see Annexes F and G). 
The interventions inside the classroom were performed twice a month and lasted three 
months, beginning in August and ending in November. The actors involved in the process were 
the English Teacher, who played the roles as a guide, time keeper and learning collaborator; and 
three volunteers from pre-service teacher training program from San Sebastian University who 
helped as learning collaborators. 
 In the second week of December, the researcher visited the school in order to apply the 
research instruments to the students and the teacher (see Annex H). In the focus group participated 
five students who were chosen randomly. Their answers were recorded by the investigator in order 
to get every detail that could be forgotten at the moment of the transcription (see Annex K) The 
questions were prepared beforehand aligned with the specific objectives of this study, so it was 
easier and clearer for the interviewer to ask and to the interviewees to understand what they were 
asked about. It is important to point out that the focus group conversation took place in the office 
of the psychologist of the school (who was not present) and they were comfortably seated for the 
about forty minutes that it lasted. 
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After the focus group was carried out, the data analysis was ready to be made. It was 
necessary to keep the evidence of the student’s responses, as well as the digital recording of the 
meeting, in a written transcription that was registered in a spreadsheet (see annex M). 
            After the fourth week of work – the interventions were done every other week - the semi- 
structured interviews were carried out by the collaborators (see Annex H). They were asked 
beforehand to support the research and were contacted a few days before the interviews took place. 
A set of six questions were prepared for these interviews. The collaborators were asked to attend 
a specific place to make the recordings of the interviews without any interference. 
Finally, the investigator interviewed the school teacher of English in the principal´s office 
for a period of half an hour as well. He was asked questions that were related to his vision and 
perceptions with regard to the Interactive Methodology. He was very open to facilitate and bring 
all the necessary help in this study. Besides, the teacher was interviewed in the principal´s office 
for a period of half an hour as well. 
 
4.9. Implementation of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” 
In traditional classrooms, it is observed that the kinds of activities the teacher does are 
monotonous, with few exchanges of opinions which are based on oral questions. There is only one 
agent in charge of talking, the teacher. He or she is the one who talks throughout the lesson, and 
students just listen and write. This is one of the major problems in teaching and also in learning. 
Students do not have the chance to communicate. As a matter of fact, the only aid used is the 
government book. In addition, the educator uses the first 15-20 minutes of every class in order to 
recall vocabulary and make students repeat a certain structure that was taught before and the rest 
of the time, students just complete the books and waste their time. 
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The class was divided into five or six heterogeneous groups of students, these groups 
worked simultaneously in stations using different learning strategies or methodologies. The aim 
of the group work was to give students the opportunity to practice a certain topic, according to 
his/her own individual differences. The students experimented with different activities for the same 
topic or grammar point and about the same length of time (10 minutes each). A collaborator who 
conducted one of the 6 activities, was in charge of each station. The teacher and collaborators 
planned the interventions in advance (see Annex G) providing that each working station had a 
different activity. 
The teacher asked each group of students to go to one of the working stations, and develop 
the corresponding activity, after ten minutes, he asked them to move from one station to another.. 
As a conclusion, it can be said that the teacher was the guide of the process only, because 
he/she introduced the lesson aim to the whole group. Then, the collaborators developed each 
activity in each learning station (rotating groups) and, finally, the teacher checked pupils’ level of 
achievement in front of the whole group again. 
 
4.10. Data analysis 
 Regarding the results of the semi-structured interviews and focus group, obtained by the 
participants involved in the educational interventions in the Methodology of Interactive Groups, 
different perceptions and opinions generated out of this investigative process (see Annex L). 
Additionally, the students involved with the Methodology of Interactive Groups, the collaborators 
and the teacher would have different perspectives of their experiences. 
 




CHAPTER 5: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The information from this research was obtained from a Semi-structured interview 
collaborators had with the researcher and a focus group of students. This study explored the 
roles of collaborators and students, their perceptions towards their experience with the 
interactive groups and the relationship that was generated after the interventions.4 
5.1. Semi-Structured Interview Results 
Table 2: Semi-Structured Interview Results 
Categories Sub-Category 
5.1.1. Role of collaborators 5.1.1.1. Interactive lesson delivery 
5.1.1.2. Productive skills 
5.1.1.3. Small groups 
5.1.2. Facilitation of communication among 
students 
5.1.2.1. Learning styles 
5.1.2.2 Oral and Written Practice 
 
5.1.3. Effectiveness of activities for 
teaching English 
5.1.3.1.Variety of activities 
 
5.1.4. Lesson Planning 5.1.4.1. Decision making 
 




5.1.5.3. How to improve the 
disadvantages 
                                                          
4  The following original cites are in the informants ‘mother tongue, however, they have been translated into 
L2 for the effects of this study. 
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5.1.6. Relationship between students and 
collaborators 
5.1.6.1. Close relationship 
5.1.6.2. Sense of safety 
 
5.1.1. Category 1: Role of collaborators 
5.1.1.1. Subcategory 1: Interactive lesson delivery. 
 The first category of analysis is related to the roles of learning collaborators. Two 
participants mentioned the importance of group work and commitment at the moment of 
planning and delivering the lesson; they mentioned that the relationship among collaborators 
in the classroom was of mutual support, everybody made their contributions in order to make 
the students achieve their goals (Slavin & Cooper, 1999, p.3). The following quote graphics 
this thought: 
 
Table 3: Sub-category 1: Interactive Lesson Delivery – Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…cada vez que teníamos un problema, 
todos los demás trataban de solucionarlo y, 
entre todos, buscábamos la posible 
solución…” 
“…every time one had a problem, all the 
others tried to solve it and all of us looked 
for the possible solution…” 
 
            On the other hand, two collaborators agreed that the role of them was to facilitate 
student´s learning, therefore, it was necessary to transform their class from traditional to one 
where interaction and several teaching methods were used. Thus it created more effective 
learning, promoting understanding and collaboration. (Freire, 1970 &  Flecha, 1997).  The 
following quotations reflect this idea: 
 







Table 4:Sub-category 1: Interactive Lesson Delivery – Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“… (como colaboradores) en la 
implementación, nosotros cumplíamos el rol de 
facilitadores del aprendizaje, tratábamos de 
otorgarles las herramientas apropiadas para que 
los estudiantes desarrollaran todo su 
aprendizaje…“ 
 “…nosotros cumplíamos el rol de 
facilitadores…” 
“…as collaborators in the implementation, we 
played the role of facilitators of learning, we 
tried to bring the appropriate tools so that 
students could develop all their learning…” 
 
“…we had the role of facilitators…” 
 
As it was established in the framework about one of the principles of the Dialogic 
Pedagogy, “transformation” (Flecha & Piugvert, 2002) is also part of this pedagogy, 
therefore, the traditional lesson delivery-teacher centered- was replaced by a more innovative 
proposal for learning: one where the teacher was one more within the group and the 
relationship with the students inside the classroom changed from vertical to  horizontal , 
where the students learnt from the teacher and the teacher learnt from the students. In this 
case, it can be stated that most of the participants understood the role of the collaborators as 
a person completely involved in the planning as well as in the learning process of students, 
promoting communication and learning. This thought can be understood through the 
quotation that follows: 
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Table 5: Sub-category 1: Interactive Lesson Delivery, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…la relación de los alumnos con los 
colaboradores fue más cercana que la de un 
profesor…no era solamente de materia…tenían 
mucha disposición para hacer las actividades…” 
“…the relationship with collaborators was 
closer than the one with a teacher…it was not 
only of contents…they were very open to 
work…” 
 
5.1.1.2. Subcategory 2: Productive skills 
The second subcategory refers to the development of productive skills. By adapting 
teaching methods based on students learning styles and with the help of teaching materials, 
collaborators made students feel confident so that they could show their productive skills in 
the stations where they had to speak (Wongsuriya, 2003; Phuphanpet, 2004; Kethongkum, 
2005 & Promshoit, 2010). The following quotations reflect this idea: 
Table 6: Sub-category 2: Productive skills, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…yo trataba de hacerlos relajarse para que 
expresaran oralmente lo que más pudieran…” 
“…uno, como colaborador, les da la 
confianza…tratando de ser lo más 
empático…de alentarlos para que hablen…” 
“…I tried to make them relax so that they were 
able to express as much as they could orally…” 
 
“…one, as collaborator, gives them 
confidence…trying to be as much 
empathic…encouraging them to speak…” 
 
5.1.1.3. Subcategory 3: Small groups 
 Collaborators stated that there were equal opportunities of learning for all students 
in the classroom and their work with the Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive Groups, they 
improved communication and interaction with their classmates, coming to an interpersonal 
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relationship of solidarity between all participants in the learning process (Ferrada, 2008). In 
this section, one of the principles –solidarity-of the Dialogic Pedagogy can be clearly 
observed and it is reflected in the following passage: 
Table 7: Sub-category 3: Small groups, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…nosotros los colaboradores, tratábamos de 
colaborar mucho con nuestros compañeros…yo, 
por lo menos, siento que mis compañeros me 
ayudaron un montón…” 
 
“…a la semana siguiente, nos juntábamos y 
compartíamos las ideas…” 
“…we, collaborators, tried to collaborate a lot 
with our classmates…, I, at least, feel that my 
classmates helped me a lot…” 
 
 
“… the next week, we met and shared ideas…” 
 
On the other side, all collaborators agree that small groups fostered speaking in 
English and communication in general. Besides, there was a change in the seating 
arrangement: Smaller groups were formed, different from the traditional paradigm (Ferrada, 
2008). In that way students felt more motivated to participate and interact with their peers. 
The following quotations reflect this idea: 
Table 8: Sub-category 3: Small groups, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…trabajar con grupos pequeños hizo que el 
aprendizaje ocurriera más rápido que con la 
metodología tradicional…” 
“…working with small groups made that 
learning occurred faster than with the traditional 
methodology…” 
 
Table 9: Sub-category 3: Small groups, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
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“…yo creo que los grupos interactivos facilitan 
la comunicación entre los estudiantes, porque se 
genera confianza entre el colaborador y un 
grupo pequeño…” 
“…I think that the interactive groups facilitate 
communication among students because 
confidence is generated between the 
collaborator and a small group…” 
 
All the participants agreed that the Interactive groups provided a meaningful learning 
environment. One of the participants said that students were motivated with the 
implementation of the Methodology of groups because they expected anxiously the day of 
the interventions. (Figueiredo, 2010). This concept is very clear in the following quotation: 
Table 10: Sub-category 3: Small groups, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…ellos esperaban ansiosos el día de la 
intervención…” 
“…they expected anxious the day of the 
intervention…” 
 
5.1.2. Category 2: Facilitation of Communication 
5.1.2.1. Sub-category 1: Learning styles 
In this category, planning was a critical phase of communication among collaborators. 
Agreements and decisions had to be made and a conscious planning of a variety of attractive 
activities for students, which fulfilled their learning styles, needs and skills. After assessing 
the first intervention, it was found that students tended to prefer those activities that implied 
movement, therefore, more kinesthetic activities had to be designed-TPR-(Asher,1969). Due 
to the already mentioned issues, the Dialogical Pedagogy required more communication 
instances among the collaborators in order to allow students to have access to the new 
proposal.  
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Interactive Methodology was an opportunity for students to try second language 
learning in a different and varied way (Ariza et. Al, 2011). In the following quotations, it is 
clearly evidenced: 
Table 11: Sub-category 1: Learning styles, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…teníamos que ver qué íbamos a enseñar, el 
contenido específico y qué método usar para que 
haya una variedad de estilos…” 
“…we had to see what we were going to teach, 
the specific content and what method to use in 
order to provide a variety of styles…” 
 
Table 12: Sub-category 1: Learning styles, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…probamos varios tipos enfoques y varios 
tipos de actividades. Yo creo que el TPR es el 
que más va quedando…” 
“…we tried several types of approaches and 
activities. I think that TPR is the one that most 
marks…” 
 
5.1.2.2. Sub-category 2: Oral and written practice 
 It is observed that there is a notorious improvement in the development of  productive 
skills, because students have more possibilities of intervening in small groups, the teaching 
process is more personalized, they are more exposed to the language, therefore, they can 
practice their pronunciation and writing and have effective results (Harmer, 2007). 
Collaborators used different methods in order to fulfil student’s pedagogical needs. The 
following quotation reflects this idea: 






Table 13: Sub-category 2: Oral and written practice, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…yo creo que cada estación tenía una actividad 
muy diferente, así es que todos los alumnos van 
a tener algún aprendizaje…” 
“…I think every station had a very different 
activity, so that all the students will have some 
learning…” 
 
5.1.3. Category 3: Effectiveness of Activities 
5.1.3.1. Sub-category 1: Variety of activities 
There was a close relation between students’ amusement with the methodology and 
the motivation that the interventions brought. The methodology dealt with didactic and 
original activities with different kinds of tasks that students were pleased to complete. In fact, 
students not only considered the activities and the material as an important factor in terms of 
motivation, but also in the connection with the collaborators, such as the communicative 
contact with them which provoked a change in their attitude towards work (Littlewood, 
1998). Likewise, the collaborators who implemented this methodology, embraced the 
different ways students learnt. 
Therefore, it can be stated that it not only increased the language acquisition, but also 
their way of seeing learning. This thought can be evidenced through the following quotations: 
Table 14: Sub-category 1: Variety of activities, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…para mí, las actividades más efectivas eran 
muchas láminas, muchos dibujos, mucho 
“…For me the most effective activities were 
lots of flashcards, lots of drawings, lots of 
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vocabulario…diferentes formas de 
enseñar…mucho TPR… pienso qué actividad 
puede ser más efectiva…” 
 
”…se nota que ahora sienten confianza y pueden 
hablar bien…”  
vocabulary… different ways of teaching…. 
Lots of TPR… I think what activity can be more 
effective…” 
“…it is notorious that they feel confident now 
and they can speak well…” 
 
5.1.4. Category 4: Interactive lesson planning 
5.1.4.1. Sub-category 1: Collaborative Decision making 
At the moment of planning, collaborators and teacher met and shared ideas that each 
one of them had in mind on the kind of activities they would design. Team work was very 
important at every stage of the process as well as communication, because the stations had 
to keep a balance in terms of approaches and learning styles. The decision made, pointed at 
developing productive skills and satisfying all learning styles through varied and amusing 
activities designed in the meetings (Perez, 2001) .The following quotations reflect this idea: 
 
 
Table 15: Sub-category 1: Collaborative Decision making, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…planificábamos las actividades 
repartiéndonos el contenido…y cada 
colaborador generaba ideas… nos reuníamos y 
compartíamos nuestras ideas para decidir cuáles 
eran las más apropiadas…” 
“…We planned…the activities splitting the 
content… and each collaborator generated 
ideas…..we met and shared our ideas in order to 
decide which ones were more appropriate…” 
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Table 16: Sub-category 1: Collaborative Decision making, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…nos reuníamos los jueves y acordábamos los 
temas…cada uno trataba de aportar con 
distintos tipos de actividades, distintos tipos de 
enfoque…” 
“…we met on Thursdays and we agreed on the 
topics…each one trying to add different kinds of 
activities, kinds of approaches…” 
 
5.1.5. Category 5: Advantages and Disadvantages of the Interactive Methodology 
5.1.5.1. Sub-category 1: Opportunities 
One of the 3 collaborators said that the methodology had a notorious benefit on 
children´s memory, they were able to remember vocabulary very fast due to the practice of 
it during the interventions. According to Littlewood (1998) communicative activities allow, 
among others, natural learning when the person is involved in using the language for 




Table 17: Sub-category 1: Opportunities, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…el aprendizaje se ve evidenciado 
rápidamente…se acordaban mucho más rápido 
y trabajaban mucho más rápido la clase 
siguiente…”  
“…learning becomes evident quickly…they 
remembered (vocabulary) much faster and the 
next class, they worked much faster…” 
 
Collaborators agreed that the Interactive Methodology brought more opportunities to 
have contact with others. One of the instances was peer learning (Elboj et.al, 2002), which 
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was a benefit they got through the interaction among themselves during the planning of 
activities for the stations. 
Another benefit, for collaborators, was that they had the opportunity of getting 
feedback from each other through interaction. In the Dialogic Pedagogy, all the collaborators, 
have the opportunity to make their contributions (Ferrada and Flecha, 2008). These concepts 
are embodied in the following quotation: 
 
Table 18: Sub-category 1: Opportunities, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…podemos compartir nuestras 
experiencias…ver qué funciona y qué no…qué 
es lo que más sirve…”  
“…we can share our experiences…what does 
work and what does not…what is more 
useful…” 
 
Collaborator 1 mentioned the fact of working in small groups as a positive 
opportunity to learn, participate and draw the attention of the students to the task or activity 
they had to perform. 
Wells (2001) puts on the table a new word to describe the learning process through 
dialogue in groups. This concept can be denoted through the quotation that follows: 
Table 19: Sub-category 1: Opportunities, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…por lo general, los estudiantes sienten 
vergüenza de comunicarse…hablar en Inglés, 
pero como somos poquitos en un grupo…uno 
trata de motivarlos para que hablen…” 
“…In general, students feel ashamed of 
communicating…speak English, but as we are 
little in small groups… one tries to encourage 
them to speak…” 




On the other hand, all participants agreed that working with the Interactive 
Methodology in a meaningful learning setting, allowed students to learn together (Freire, 
1970). 
Another important issue discussed, by collaborators in this category, was the fact 
that working in small groups gave them, the opportunity to know the wide range of diverse 
students. The following quotation evidences this thought: 
Table 20: Sub-category 1: Opportunities, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…como los estudiantes son todos diferentes, 
esta metodología nos dio la oportunidad de 
conocerlos mejor…” 
“…as students are all different, this 
methodology gave us the opportunity of 
knowing them better…” 
 
                   In addition to this, collaborator 3 added that the Interactive Methodology also 
embraced students ‘learning style and multiple intelligences. As each student has his or her 
own system of representation and a particular, involuntary way in which he or she 
assimilates, retains and processes information (Prashnig, 2004), the Interactive Methodology 
allowed collaborators to realize the varied existing learning styles. The following quotation 
reveals this theory: 
Table 21: Sub-category 1: Opportunities, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…al trabajar con grupos pequeños de 
estudiantes, rápidamente, uno va notando los 
estilos de cada uno de ellos…” 
”…when working with small groups of 
students, one notes, easily, the style of each one 
of them…” 




5.1.5.2. Sub-category 2: Drawbacks 
The three collaborators clearly stated that the Interactive Methodology was time 
consuming. They agreed that there was a limited amount of time to implement activities and 
to plan them. Moreover, collaborators said that when dealing with the Interactive 
Methodology, they had to arrange meetings, but in several occasions they did not coincide 
with the schedules. This thought is represented in the following quotations: 
 
Table 22: Sub-category 2: Drawbacks, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…yo creo que la mayor desventaja es la 
coordinación de los tiempos…coordinar un 
punto y un lugar de trabajo es lo más 
complejo…” 
“…I think that the biggest disadvantage is the 
coordination of times… coordinate a time to 
plan is the most complex issue…” 
 
Table 23: Sub-category 2: Drawbacks, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…una de las desventajas es la distancia, el 
horario…porque nosotros teníamos que viajar, 
lo que tomaba mucho tiempo…” 
“…one of the disadvantages was distance, 
time…because we had to travel, which took us 
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5.1.5.3. Subcategory 3: How to improve disadvantages 
Two collaborators mentioned that since time was the main drawback when planning 
and implementing the methodology, a good decision would be to ask students, in a dialogical 
conversation, about their preferred activities (Ausubel,1961) refers to the theory that students 
learn more significantly and for a longer period of time if teachers dealt with their interests. 
Planning activities, which engage students then, would be a good way of saving time, because 
a successful intervention will be ensured. The following quotation reflects this idea:  
Table 24: Subcategory 3: How to improve disadvantages, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…no todas las actividades funcionan… (por 
ejemplo) las de comprensión lectora, creo que 
son un poquito lateras…(y eso) igual es un poco 
desmotivador… ” 
“…not all the activities work… (for example), 
those of written comprehension are a bit dull… 
(and that is) a little demotivating as well…” 
 
 
            It can be deduced, by the participants’ answers, that the disadvantages could be 
improved with dialogue. When there is an agreement between students and collaborators, 
valuable time can be saved (Flecha & Ferrada, 2008). 
5.1.6. Category 6: Relationship between students and collaborators 
5.1.6.1. Sub-category 1: Close Relationship 
           Collaborators stated that their relationship, before working together with the Dialogic 
Pedagogy, was the one of any classmate. The permanent contact and dialogue, in the planning 
sessions and then, the implementation of the methodology, caused in them an emotional 
proximity and even friendship. 
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        As Slavin & Cooper (1999) propose, collaborators promoted social interactions among 
all the participants and encouraged students to work collaboratively and productively with 
others.  The following quotes evidence this: 
Table 25: Sub-category 1: Close Relationship, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“… para mí, fué una relación súper cercana, la 
pasé súper bien y traté que mis alumnos también 
la pasaran bien…” 
”…for me, it was a very close relationship, I had 
a great time and I tried to make my students have 
a god time too…” 
 
Table 26: Sub-category 1: Close Relationship, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…la relación de los alumnos con los 
colaboradores fue más cercana que la de un 
profesor… ” 
“…the relationship of the students and the 
collaborators was closer than that of a 
teacher…” 
 
Table 27: Sub-category 1: Close Relationship, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“… (la relación) siempre ha sido súper 
Buena…o sea…se ha generado un lazo súper 
fuerte…” 
“…It (the relationship) has always been pretty 
good... I mean… a very strong tie has been 
generated…” 
 
5.1.6.2. Sub-category 2: Sense of Safety 
Alluding the principles of the Dialogic Pedagogy that Ferrada and Flecha (2008) 
describe with respect to emotionality, the collaborators created such environment within the 
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group, that students felt secure and protected by them. The collaborators declared that the 
instances of conversation reached a more informal level in small groups and as there was 
more confidence among the participants, a more relaxed attitude was observed. The 
following quotations reflect this idea: 
Table 28: Sub-category 2: Sense of Safety, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“…traté de crear un ambiente de confianza… 
(los alumnos) se empiezan a motivar un poco 
más…así los alumnos se sienten más 
cómodos…”  
”…I tried to provide a confident environment… 
(students) become more motivated …that way 
they feel more comfortable…” 
 
Table 29: Sub-category 2: Sense of Safety, Collaborator 2 
Collaborator 2 
Spanish English 
“…ellos nos conversaban de sus intereses…no 
era sólo materia…” 
“… they talked about their interests…it was not 
only contents…” 
 
5.1.7. Emerging Category: Future Teacher Formation 
Most collaborators who are student-teacher feel that the Dialogic Pedagogy of the 
Interactive Groups had a positive impact on their methodological training as future teachers 
of English. 
They manifested how they had improved their own teaching practices thanks to the 
Interactive Methodology and its practical as well as the theoretical implications embodied 
in the intersubjective construction of learning (Ferrada & Flecha, 2008). The following 
quotations reflect this concept: 




Table 30: Emerging Category: Future Teacher Formation, Collaborator 3 
Collaborator 3 
Spanish English 
“…aparte de enriquecer la práctica con ideas 
nuevas, porque se generan diálogos 
pedagógicos entretenidos…la reflexión está 
latente…”  
“…apart from enriching practice with new 
ideas, because amusing pedagogical dialogues 
arise…reflection is latent…” 
 
Table 31: Emerging Category: Future Teacher Formation, Collaborator 1 
Collaborator 1 
Spanish English 
“… en mi opinión, es como súper buena la forma 
que se planifican estas intervenciones…” 
“…in my opinion, the way of planning these 
interventions is very good… ” 
 
5.2. Focus Group Results 
Table 32: Focus Group Results 
Categories Sub-category 
5.2.1. Activities   Variety of activities 
5.2.2.Oral Production  Development of productive skills 
5.2.3. Opportunities  Small groups 
5.2.4. Students’ Perceptions  Close relationships 
5.2.5. Materials  Engagement 
5.2.6. Roles and Functions  Supporters 
5.2.7. Relationship between students and 
collaborators 
 Close relationship 
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Most of the time, in traditional classrooms, students are reluctant to speak English in 
front of their classmates, but with this methodology it can be possible to increase interaction 
among pairs and activate their team work through dialogue (Flecha and Piugvert, 2002). 
In the case of the Focus Group, seven categories arose from the interview: 
5.2.1. Category 1: Activities 
5.2.1.1. Subcategory: Variety of activities 
The design of the activities that were implemented, had strict relation with the style 
of learning of children and always aimed at what they liked to do, which was mostly TPR 
(Asher, 1969). All collaborators coincide in their opinion with respect to 
students‘preferences. These quotation is an example that reflects that. 
Table 33: Subcategory: Variety of activities, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
“…realizamos actividades de juego, en cada 
estación había distintas actividades…” 
“…We did games, in each station, there were 
different activities…” 
 
Table 34: Subcategory: Variety of activities, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
”…todas las estaciones eran distintas…aprender 
así era más entretenido…” 
“…all the stations were different…learning like 
that was more amusing” 
 
5.2.2. Category 2: Oral production 
5.2.2.1. Subcategory: Development of productive skills 
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 The development of productive English language skills (oral and written) through 
the methodology of the Interactive Groups, according to students, is very positive. The 
acquisition and development of certain abilities is directly related to the amount of times 
students have the chance to intervene and this methodology allows them to interact as much 
as they can, it is more personal. 
 On the other hand, they also have the chance to get immediate feedback, then, more 
opportunities to improve (Harmer, 2007). The following opinions reflect this idea: 
Table 35: Subcategory: Development of productive skills, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
“...ahora es menos difícil decir palabras en 
Inglés…” 
“…now, it is less difficult to say words in 
English…” 
 
Table 36: Subcategory: Development of productive skills, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
”… (los colaboradores) también nos hicieron 
actividades orales y teníamos que inventar 
oraciones…”  
“… (Collaborators) also made us oral activities 
and we had to invent sentences…” 
 
 
5.2.3. Category 3:  Learning Opportunities 
5.2.3.1. Subcategory: Small groups 
All students agreed that, working in groups was better in terms of the number of 
chances they had to participate and get feedback from the collaborators. In the Dialogic 
interventions, they were the protagonists of the interactions during the work in the stations 
and the varied learning strategies designed by collaborators, attended all their individual 
differences Ferrada, (2008). The following quotations reflect this idea: 
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Table 37: Subcategory: Small groups, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
”… sí, hemos tenido todas las actividades 
dentro del grupo…se va fomentando el 
lenguaje…”  




Table 38: Subcategory: Small groups, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
“…cada día era una cosa diferente y había 
diferentes formas de aprender y, como cada uno 
tiene su forma de aprender, podía aprender de la 
forma que más le encajaba…” 
“…everyday it was a different thing and there 
were different ways of learning and, as each one 
has a way of learning, one could learn the way 
that best fitted…” 
 
5.2.4. Category 4: Student´s perception 
5.2.4.1. Subcategory: Close relationships 
 Regarding the perception of students about the impact of the Interactive Groups 
Methodology on them, we can say that they caused an increase in motivation and sense of 
commitment. On the other hand, students highlighted a low level of frustration, because of 
the opportunities they had to participate, Brown (2000). They declared to have felt 
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Table 39: Subcategory: Close relationships, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
”…los profesores nos hacían sentir 
cómodos…siempre nos explicaban bien…con 
confianza…”  
“…teachers made us feel comfortable…they 
always explained us well …with confidence…” 
 
Table 40: Subcategory: Close relationships, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
“…había más aceptación de ir a clases… 
(Porque antes era…) la misma cosa de siempre, 
de tener el profesor adelante…cansa…y las 
actividades (en grupos interactivos) eran más 
cómodas…más entretenidas…” 
“…there was more acceptance of attending 
classes (because before it was…) the same thing 
as usual, having the teacher in front… it is 
tiring…and the activities (with the interactive 
groups) were more comfortable…more 
amusing…” 
 
5.2.5. Category 5: Materials 
 5.2.5.1. Subcategory: Engagement 
All students agreed that the resources and materials were fundamental, due to the fact 
that many of them have a visual intelligence (Prashnig, 2004), therefore if the material was 
appealing and diverse, knowledge would occur for sure. This thought can be evidenced 
through the following quote: 
Table 41: Subcategory: Engagement, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
“…en cada estación, había algo 
diferente…había un juego…algunas veces, 
mientras más entretenido, más aprendí…”  
”… in each station, there was something 
different… there was a game…sometimes, the 
more amusing, the more you learn…” 
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Table 42: Subcategory: Engagement, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
“…eran llamativos (los materiales)…era una 
buena forma de aprender…” 
“…they were appealing (materials)…it was a 
good way of learning…” 
 
5.2.6. Category 6: Roles and Functions 
5.2.6.1. Subcategory: Supporters 
In relation to the role of the student, one of them said that his role was to be an member 
absolutely involved in this learning experience, some others declared that they were 
supporters for their disadvantaged classmates as well. One of the benefits of this 
methodology is that it provides tools for transforming them into protagonists of their own 
learning (Vygotsky, 1978; Ferrada 2008 and Pinto, 2004). 
Students not only answered questions during the interventions, but they could solve 
problems by interacting with their classmates, finding the way of clarifying doubts through 
dialogue. This is reflected in the following passage: 
Table 43: Subcategory: Supporters, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
“…yo creo que mi función era ayudar a mis 
compañeros que les costaba más…juntos 
éramos un grupo positivo…”  
“…I think my role was to help my disadvantaged 










Table 44: Subcategory: Supporters, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
“…en caso que en mi grupo estuviera el Seba 
que capta como más, el igual nos ayudaba a 
traducir palabras…”  
“…in the case that Seba, who knows more, was 
in my group, he helped us to translate words…” 
 
5.2.7. Relationship among students and collaborators 
5.2.7.1. Subcategory: Close relationships 
        Most students manifested that their relationships had improved significantly and that 
the methodology, had made students who had never participated, speak and interact with 
enthusiasm. Interpersonal relationships flourished among students, some became friends 
and their connection with learning collaborators turned into a close union (Flecha & 
Piugvert, 2002). 
This can be seen through these quotations: 
Table 45: Subcategory: Close relationships, Student 1 
Student 1 
Spanish English 
“…había compañeros que ni siquiera 
compartían, pero que ahora hablaban más…” 
“…there were classmates who did not even 
share, but now, they speak more…” 
Table 46: Subcategory: Close relationships, Student 2 
Student 2 
Spanish English 
”…yo me sentía cómodo, porque los profesores 
igual nos hacían sentir cómodos…..siempre nos 
explicaban con confianza…” 
“…I felt comfortable, because teachers made us 
feel comfortable… they always explained us 
with confidence…” 
 




As a conclusion, it can be stated that all the participants strongly agreed that the 
students had an active role through this methodology. 
All teachers know that every time students are faced to something new, they set 
personal prejudice. At the beginning, that is before the interventions, students were reluctant 
to work with other classmates, they had not pronounced words in English before and they 
felt embarrassed but, after the first intervention, they realized of the benefits of working in 
groups and also, that respect (for mistakes and shyness) was an important issue, so during 
the next interventions, students interacted with each other, with no problems. They built 
knowledge and learnt new things from each other. They worked cooperatively, socialized 
and respected others’ ideas, opinions as well as mistakes. Students acquired a highly 
important role in the interventions, because they took control over their own learning process 
(Ferrada and Flecha, 2008). 
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS AND PROJECTIONS 
Based on the semi-structured interview and the focus group results, this chapter presents 
the research findings. In order to reach this, there is a short review about the questions set up at 
the beginning of the study and then, the answers for the specific objectives of it. 
In this way, the following pages present the conclusions of this research through the defined 
specific objectives: i) To identify the role of the students and language collaborators involved in 
the process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the interactive methodology, ii) To 
determine the perception of the students involved in the context of the interactive methodology 
and iii) To describe the relationship that is established between the students and the collaborators 
in the context of the interactive methodology. 
According to the information obtained through the analysis of the semi structured interview 
and the focus group with students, and taking into consideration the general objective of the 
research which was: “To comprehend the process of learning English as a Foreign Language 
through the Interactive methodology of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando Mundos” in a 
vulnerable school context located in Penco, VIII region”, the following conclusions were 
obtained: 
6.1. Specific objective 1: “To identify the role of the students and language collaborators 
involved in the process of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive 
Methodology” 
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It can be said that the roles of the persons involved –collaborators and students- were 
specific. For example, all the participants had the same rights to give opinions, ask questions, and 
in general, interact. Not only students, but also the learning collaborators were part of the equitable 
environment. One of the main roles of collaborators was to promote interaction, dialogue and 
mutual support among the participants fostering thus, an active and communicative relationship. 
It can be proved that interaction was a key factor, because it increased students’ motivation 
for work and, therefore, their academic results. Moreover, collaborators gave the chance to 
integrate all students in an interactive relationship because they worked in small groups. 
Consequently, creating a strong communicational and emotional relationship helped to integrate 
shy students into a dynamic process. 
The role of collaborators in this methodology was rather passive. They were helpers and 
guide for the students, because they encouraged them to develop the different tasks by constantly 
interacting and promoting dialogue. Collaborators were responsible of giving students the chance 
to participate and to interact with each other. However, their function was not only to be a guide 
in the interaction, but also to have a positive impact in the learning process. Collaborators gave 
students the chance to discover the language by themselves, by giving them some hints and 
permanent feedback, motivating them to be responsible for their learning process. 
On the other hand, in a traditional learning class, students have a passive role, receiving 
the whole knowledge from teachers, who only transferred knowledge to students. In contrast to 
that, the Interactive Methodology gave students an active role, a protagonist, where they took all 
the control on their learning process. Students were able to solve problems by working with their 
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classmates and to reach solutions, clarify doubts and ask questions through teamwork and 
communication, likewise, integrating all the students in the learning process. 
As mentioned in the framework, it can be seen that classrooms with 35 to 45 students do 
not have the results that they are supposed to. Impersonalized classes, lessons that are not complete, 
contents not taught regularly, and classes which are teacher centered. Hence, there is an urgent 
necessity to change the results that Chilean education has. It is for this reason that learning 
communities, working collaboratively can be a positive methodology to improve the results in the 
long run. 
6.2. Specific objective 2: “To determine the perception of the students involved in the context 
of the interactive methodology” 
The perceptions of the agents involved demonstrate us that the methodology of interactive 
groups can be a real solution for the problems that arise when teaching, not just a foreign language 
as in this case was English, but also in other subjects in which students have low scores, especially 
in vulnerable public schools. With the implementation of the Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive 
Groups, it was possible to notice that there was an increase in the level of motivation of students 
and a change in attitude towards the class, since the atmosphere and disposition of the classroom 
was more comfortable for them. After the analysis, the conclusion is that the interventions of 
collaborators gave students the chance to build an emotional and cognitive relationship with all 
the members who participated in the interventions and, taking into consideration all their personal 
and diverse realities, all the participants had equal conditions. This fact was caused thanks to the 
arrangement of small learning groups where collaborators had the opportunity to deal with 
different learning and emotional needs of students only through dialogue and motivation. 
Moreover, it was stated, by collaborators, that the Methodology also improved their own English 
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classes in traditional classroom contexts by taking some of the principles of the Dialogic Pedagogy 
into practice. 
As mentioned before, the Methodology gave collaborators the chance to build a strong 
relationship among members, because they were able to perceive students’ weaknesses and 
strengths and plan the lessons according to that. Students were engaged in their work, because they 
felt that the tasks, based on this methodology, were especially designed for them, with enjoyable 
activities and appealing resources and materials. 
On the other hand, students’ relationships among themselves were reinforced by the 
methodology, because it gave them the possibility of sharing and learning cooperatively during 
the interventions. Students were the main actors involved and according to their point of view, 
there was a notorious improvement in the affinity with other classmates. It can be highlighted the 
fact that students were chosen randomly during the interventions, therefore, they had the 
opportunity to be in contact with all of their peers. The methodology provided students with a 
moment of interaction, learning and socialization, strengthening group work abilities in each 
student, forming an integral person with solid social skills to face their own lives. 
Equally important, students liked to work in the interactive groups because it was an 
entertaining and interactive way to learn a second language. The methodology was also a help for 
those who did not have good English skills, because it was possible to fulfill language gaps they 
had through a variety of ways of learning one topic and in a more interactive, communicative and 
didactic way. As a consequence, the topics and contents to cover were easy to understand for 
students, because there were five or six stations devoted to teach the same content in a different 
way, responding to the multiple intelligences of students. 
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In addition, there was a close relation between students’ amusement and the motivation 
that the interventions brought. The Dialogic Pedagogy conveyed didactic and original activities 
with different methodologies that students were pleased to use. In fact, students not only 
considered the activities and the material an important factor, in terms of motivation, but also the 
connection with the collaborators, such as the communicative contact with them, which made 
students feel more motivated to work. Likewise, the collaborators who implemented this 
Methodology, embraced the different ways students learnt and worked according to that, that is 
why, students felt motivated with it. Therefore, it can be stated that the Methodology not only 
raises the level of motivation in students but also the language acquisition becomes easier. 
Students looked forward for having the interventions, creating a positive perception 
towards the English lessons. The Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive Groups had a considerable 
and notorious impact on, mainly, students’ engagement; therefore, their attitude was positive and 
open to learn a second language with the use of the new pedagogy. Several aspects of it enhance 
students’ understanding and motivation towards the acquisition of a second language, promoting 
learning and good relationships among all the participants of the process. 
6.3. Specific objective 3: “To describe the relationship that is established between the students 
and the collaborators in the context of the Interactive Methodology” 
It can definitely, be affirmed that the implementation of the Dialogic Pedagogy of the 
Interactive Groups caused a very significant and observable change in all the participants. 
Besides, a very positive attitude in students and collaborators could be evidenced as a result 
of this experience. With the diversity of activities and learning styles in the different groups, the 
process of learning became easier and more amusing; therefore, students were more relaxed and 
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self-confident to learn English, so they had the chance, for example, to notice the presence of other 
classmates, whom they even did not know before. Many of them became close friends after the 
implementation of the Interactive Groups and state that the new methodology generated instances 
to strengthen the relationships with collaborators and other students as well. 
Students felt safe and supported by collaborators in the groups and that fact made them 
open their minds to learning and consequently, improve behavior and discipline, their interest in 
work and, also, improved respect for others ‘mistakes. Furthermore, their self-confidence also 
increased, which allowed them to commit mistakes with no shame and consider them just part of 
the learning process, not a failure. 
In addition, it is concluded that, in this new setting, collaborators and students have a close, 
confidence based and horizontal relationship, different from the traditional methodology in which 
the teacher is in front of the class and is an authority who gives information to a group of children 
sitting orderly, who have to follow instructions as if they were robots and no interpersonal 
relationships were given among them. On the contrary, with the new methodology, students dare 
to speak, ask questions, give opinions and, in general, participate without prejudices or fears so, 
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6.4. Projections 
Even though there have been many studies to overcome difficulties in English Language 
Teaching (ELT) and new proposals and theories have appeared around the world and with the new 
approaches as well as methodologies that have been attempted in order to improve the results in 
Education and in English language learning, no studies have proved better evidence than the 
Interactive Methodology based on the Dialogic Pedagogy as an effective methodology to improve 
the obstacles that students face when learning English as a foreign language. 
The projections that are visualized for this methodology are related to the initial teacher 
training in the English Teaching Programme at San Sebastian University where future teachers of 
English have implemented it in their practicum centers during their periods of teaching practices 
and have worked as collaborators of the learning process. There has been enough work with the 
Dialogic Pedagogy, especially in vulnerable schools, to reveal the excellent results obtained by 
students. There has also been great empirical contribution from trainee teachers who have worked 
with the Interactive Methodology and confirmed its benefits for students and teachers. Thus, it is 
necessary to systematize its application in order to make it become part of the profile of the 
professionals who graduate from this Institution and possibly from other Tertiary Institutions, as 
well, who are interested in attending students from vulnerable schools who do not have access to 
the same resources and methodologies that others do. 
Moreover, it is strongly believed that this methodology can be implemented anywhere in 
any subject and at any level. It can be affirmed that the Dialogic Pedagogy of the Interactive groups 
is suitable for all ages and areas of knowledge. 
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In order to complement teachers’ practices, “Enlazando Mundos” National seminars are 
constantly being held in different educational institutions with the purpose of discussing and giving 
testimonies about the benefits and advantages of the Dialogic Pedagogy as well as its effects on 
the persons involved in the process and the progress of the students. In conclusion, it can be stated 
that it is positively advisable to follow the path of “Enlazando Mundos”. 
6.5. Further investigation 
With the outcomes obtained in this study, several questions were raised for further 
investigations: 
 How can the Dialogic Pedagogy improve students’ productive skills in English as a Foreign 
Language (EFL)? 
 How can materials and resources improve students’ performance? 
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ANNEX A: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW FOR COLLABORATORS 
 
1- ¿Cuál es el rol de los colaboradores en el proceso de aprendizaje de la lengua extranjera? 
 
2-¿De qué manera cree que los grupos interactivos facilitaron la comunicación entre los alumnos? 
 
3-¿Qué tipo de actividades fueron efectivas para la enseñanza del inglés? 
 
4- ¿De qué manera se planificaron las actividades para las intervenciones de los grupos 
interactivos?  
 
5- Según su opinión ¿Qué ventajas o desventajas destacaría de este proceso de planificación de las 
actividades?   
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ANNEX B: FOCUS GROUP 
 
1-¿Qué tipos de actividades realizas cuando trabajas en los grupos interactivos? 
2-  ¿De qué manera has mejorado tu producción oral cuando trabajas en los grupos interactivos? 
3- ¿Cómo es la manera de comunicarte con los colaboradores de aprendizaje? 
4- Dentro de las actividades que realizaste  en los grupos interactivos ¿tuviste la oportunidad de 
hablar o escribir en inglés? Da ejemplos. 
5- ¿Crees tú que  aprendiste más con las actividades de los grupos interactivos? Dar ejemplo 
6- En cuanto a la distribución de la sala ¿cómo te sentiste cuando trabajaste en grupos más 
pequeños? 
7- ¿Te gustaron los materiales usados en los grupos interactivos? ¿Por qué? 
8- En cuanto a la comunicación con tus compañeros, ¿Por qué crees que los grupos interactivos 

















ANNEX C: CONSENT LETTER PARENTS 
CARTA DE CONSENTIMIENTO 
El objetivo de esta investigación es comprender el proceso de aprendizaje del Inglés a 
través de la Pedagogía Dialógica de los Grupos Interactivos en el Colegio Forjadores de Chile de 
la comuna de Penco. 
El propósito de este documento, es obtener su consentimiento para poder grabar las entrevistas 
de los alumnos con el fin de analizar, en profundidad, la información que se recogerá a través de 
ellas. 
El estudio no conlleva ningún riesgo y el participante no recibe ningún beneficio ni 
compensación económica. El proceso será estrictamente confidencial y los nombres de los 
alumnos no serán utilizados en ningún informe cuando los resultados de la investigación sean 
publicados.La participación de los estudiantes es, absolutamente voluntaria pudiendo retirarse en 
el momento que él o ella estimen convenientes sin haber ningún tipo de sanción o represalias. 
      AUTORIZACIÓN 
Voluntariamente, doy mi consentimiento para que mi 
hijo/a_____________________________________ participe en el estudio de la Profesora 
Paulina Salcedo sobre la Pedagogía Dialógica de los Grupos Interactivos. He recibido copia de 
este procedimiento. 
Firma:____________________________ (Padre/Madre/Tutor/Apoderado Suplente) 
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ANNEX D: CONSENT LETTER TEACHER 
CARTA DE CONSENTIMIENTO 
Esta investigación pretende comprender el proceso de aprendizaje del Inglés a través de la 
Pedagogía Dialógica de los Grupos Interactivos en el Colegio Forjadores de Chile de la comuna 
de Penco. 
El propósito de este documento, es obtener su consentimiento para poder contar con su 
autorización para grabar a un grupo de alumnos en una entrevista oral. 
El estudio no conlleva ningún riesgo y el participante no recibe ningún beneficio ni 
compensación económica. El proceso será estrictamente confidencial y los nombres de los 
alumnos no serán utilizados en ningún informe cuando los resultados de la investigación sean 
publicados. La participación de los estudiantes es, absolutamente voluntaria pudiendo retirarse en 
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ANNEX E: VALIDATION EXPERT OPINION 
As a thesis student of the program "Master's degree in Teaching English as a Second 
Language", I request to revise the instrument "Semi-structured interview" as part of the process of 
collection of data from the research that I am currently undertaking. No doubt that your comments 
and suggestions will be a valuable contribution to the preparation and improvement of the 
instrument in question.  
- Techniques and instruments of collection are: semi-structured interviews and focus group. 
- Objectives and Research Questions 
The main objective of this study is “To comprehend the process of learning English as a 
foreign language through the Interactive Methodology of the Dialogic Pedagogy “Enlazando 
Mundos” in a vulnerable school context located in Penco, VIII region.  
The specific objectives of this study of the research are: 
1. – To identify the role of the students and language collaborators involved in the process 
of learning English as a Foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology. 
2. - To determine the perception of the students and the language collaborators involved in 
the process of learning English as a foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology. 
3. – To describe the relationship that is established between the students and the language 
collaborators involved in the process of learning English as a foreign Language through the 
Interactive Methodology. 
Thus, the study aims to answer the following research questions: 
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 (i) What is the role of the students and language collaborators involved in the process of 
learning English as a foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology? 
 (ii) What is the perception of the students involved in the process of learning English as a 
foreign Language through the Interactive Methodology? 
 (iii) What relationship is established between the students and the language collaborators 
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ANNEX F: PROGRAMME AND CALENDARIZATION MEETING 
FECHA: Jueves, 03, Septiembre, 2015 
LUGAR: ESCUELA FORJADORES DE CHILE, PENCO 
ASISTENTES: 
Colaboradores Voluntarios Firma 
Melannie Valenzuela  
Natalia Fuentes  
Jorge Oñate  
Colaboradoras en Práctica Profesional  
Monserrat Rodriguez  
Elizabeth Araneda  
Profesor Inglés Escuela  
Claudio Puentes  
Docente USS  
Alejandra Torres  
 
ACUERDOS 
 Calendario de intervenciones para el semestre: 
15 y 29 de Sept. 
13 y 27 de Oct. 
10 y 24 de Nov. 
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 Las reuniones de programación se harán los jueves a las 13:00, en la escuela; donde se 
decidirá las actividades de cada estación de trabajo y los materiales necesarios. 
 Los alumnos del curso elegirán los temas de cada intervención a partir de una propuesta de 
Claudio y las alumnas en Práctica Profesional.  
 Claudio Puentes  propone invitar a una apoderada para aportar tomando el tiempo de 
algunas intervenciones. Además, existe la posibilidad de contar con otra apoderada como 
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ANNEX G: LESSON PLAN 
INTERVENTION 1        
CONTENT: Daily Routines 
LIST OF ACTIONS: have a shower, go to bed, watch TV, get up, go to work/school, have 
breakfast (lunch – dinner), get dressed, brush my teeth, wake up, get up, start classes, finish 
classes, take the bus. 
FREQUENCY ADVERBS – TIME PHRASES: 
Always, never, usually, sometimes, 2 times a week, every day, every week, every month. 
WORK STATIONS: 
COLLABORATOR SKILL / APPROACH 
CLAUDIO PUENTES READING 
MELANNIE VALENZUELA TPR 
NATALIA FUENTES PPP / VOCABULARY 
ELIZABETH ARANEDA SPEAKING 
MONSERRAT  RODRIGUEZ PPP / WORD ORDER –FREQUENCY 
ADVERBS 
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  What teacher does / 
instructions 








2   LEAD IN / 
PREPARATION 
 
Greetings the students 
Show a cardboard 
with the tittle “My 
Internet Friend” with 
a drawing of a girl 
and a paragraph with 
missing information 
about herself 
Ask the students to 
read and identify 
words in a packet 
about different 
personal information 
(Name, age, location, 
genre of music, pets, 
number of siblings 
and a color). 
 
Read the description 
Identify the kind of 
words missing 
Guess witch word in 
a packet corresponds 
to the word missing 








Ask the students to 
stick on the words on 
 3 
min 






3   SETTING UP 
THE ACTIVITY 
the cardboard all 
together 
Ask the students to 
read the description 
Paste the different 
words in the 
cardboard all together 





4   RUNNING 
THE ACTIVITY  
 
Give some questions 
in order to reply the 
letter to the Internet 
friends 
Ask the students to 
answer the questions 
and then with the help 
of the paragraph of 
the Internet friend 
reply it with a 
drawing of themselves 
Look the questions 
and answer them 
Organize the answers 
in a paragraph with  
the help of the 
paragraph create 










5   CLOSING 




Ask the students to 





Give the letter aloud 
giving their personal 
information to give it 
to the Internet Friend. 
2 
min 
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Give a feedback about 








ANNEX H: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
COLLABORATOR 1 
ENTREVISTA COLLABORATOR 1 
Entrevistador: 1 ¿Cuál es el rol de los 
colaboradores en la planificación e 





Eeee… para mí el rol de los colaboradores 
eeen la planificación y en la implementación 
de metodología es netamenteee como dice la 
palabra colaborador porque entre todos nos 
ayudamos eeee… las planificaciones por lo 
menos cada vez que alguno tenía un 
problema los demás trataban de solucionarlo 
y entre todos tratábamos de ver las posibles 
soluciones aaa cada problema que se nos 
presentaba, y después la implementación eee 
para mi cumplíamos el rol de facilitador del 
aprendizaje porque nosotros tratábamos de 
llevar las herramientaaas para que los 
alumnos pudieran desarrollar todo el 
aprendizaje ,nosotros tratábamos de poner al 
alcance a los alumnos de la manera más 
entretenida o tal vez más efectiva para 
nosotros eee lo quee… lo que ellos 




contenidos, para mi fueee tratar de ser como 
de una manera bien didáctica todas laa las 
actividades que tuvimos con los alumnos. 
Entrevistador-2¿De qué manera cree que los 
grupos interactivos facilitaron la 
comunicación entre los alumnos? 
 
RESPUESTA 
Laaa la maneraaa  quee los grupos 
interactivos facilitaron la comunicación de 
los alumnos fueee inmensa ya que muchos 
alumnos que uno por lo general ve que no 
hablan mucho en clases o que a uno le diicen 
o que uno nota cuando está empezando los 
grupos eso son los que de repente como 
colaborador son los que uno más trata de 
hacer hablar y funcionaaa mucho porque lo 
general son alumnos que les da vergüenza 
comunicarse, les da vergüenza hablar en 
inglés, perooo como somos poquitos en un 
grupo y como uno también le da la confianza, 
obviamente que uno también trata de ser lo 
más empático tratar de hablarle con buenas 
palabras tratar siempre de de mmm… de 
alentarlo a que los alumnos hablen entonces 
eso se nota que les da la confianza y pueden 




gramáticamente pero siii si se puede lograr 
mucha comunicación con los alumnos se 
facilita demasiado porque como son poquitos 
se da como más confianza además que todos 
sabemos que por lo menos en el colegio de 
penco todos estaban al mismo nivel de inglés 
todos sabían poquitos entonces  daba lo 
mismo si se equivocaban nadie se iba a reír 
tampoco y en primero de la universidad ahí 
los alumnos aprovechaban al máximo  de 
comunicarse de hablar y usar vocabulario y 
uno igual iba ayudando los compañeros igual 
entre ellos cuando se trababan con alguna 
palabra o de repente no sabían cómo se decía 
una en vez de una como colaborador darle la 
palabra podía preguntarle a los demás que 
podían saber y así se formaba más 
comunicación. 
Entrevistador3-¿Qué tipo de actividades 
fueron efectivas para la enseñanza del inglés? 
 
RESPUESTA 
Para mi por lo menos especialmente para mi 
era harto material didáctico harta Flashcards 
hartos dibujos eee harto vocabulario pero 




porque yo trataba de enseñar el vocabulario 
no solamente  con las Flashcards y con 
enseñando lo que se significaba trataba de 
hacer harto eee TPR  trataba del lenguaje 
corporal eee para que los alumnos 
entendieran de distintas formas también pu 
obviamente que todo en ingles nada en 
español eee es como mucho mejor es mucho 
más efectivo pero sin duda para mí lo mejor 
fue hacer flashcards, hacer material didáctico 
yo como que siempre trato de usar harto la 
imaginación en cuanto hago las 
planificaciones cuando trato de hacer 
actividades y siempre pienso que actividad 
puede ser más efectiva o más entretenida para 
los alumnos por lo menos yo siempre pensaba 
ya si a mí me hubiesen hecho esta actividad 
por ejemplo guías… para mi hubiese sido 
súper fome, súper aburrido pero en cambio sí 
un profesor llega con flashcards, llega con 
actividades entretenidas, con dibujos, con 
juegos cosas así obviamente iba a ir con una 




lo menos yo trataba de hacer y según yo me 
resulto bastante por ejemplo eee  habían 
hartas actividades que yo tenía en mente y 
que trataba de buscar  en internet  y no 
pillaba, hartos dibujos, historietas y que al 
final terminaba haciendo los dibujos yo y los 
ponía después en las flashcards o en una guía 
pero como siempre harto dibujo, harto 
material visual para mí eso fue lo más 
efectivo y según yo me funciono bien 
Entrevistador 4-¿De qué manera se 
planificaron las actividades para las 
intervenciones de los grupos interactivos?  
 
RESPUESTA 
La manera que planificamos las actividades 
fue siempre en conjunto como había 
mencionado antes eee en el colegio por lo 
menos o sea en la universidad nos 
juntábamos siempre todas las semanas con 
Miss Cecilia a planificar y no solo a 
planificar porque por lo general era cada 2 
semanas los grupos interactivos entonces nos 
juntábamos un día en la semana para 
planificar y después nos juntábamos de nuevo 
para  ver cómo iba la actividad y asiii que 




colaboradores estuvieran claros con su 
actividad que no tuvieran dudas que no 
tuvieran problemas luego para 
implementarlas eee nosotros por lo menos 
encuentro que fuimos bieen por decirlo asi 
vienee ayudamos harto a los demás tratamos 
de colaborar bastante con nuestros 
compañeros  yo por lo menos siento que a mi 
mis compañeros me ayudaron mucho y yo 
igual trate de ayudarlos en lo más que podía 
porque cada uno tenía sus debilidades y sus 
fortalezas entonces la debilidad de alguno 
podían ser complementadas con la fortalezas 
de otros y eso es lo bueno de hacerlo de 
varios de cinco, por lo menos para mí en mi 
opinión es como súper buena la forma  que se 
planifican estas intervenciones eee nosotros 
por lo general tratábamos siempre de estar 
preocupados hay que de partida la manera de 
hacer las planificaciones es con mucho 
compromiso uno tiene que estar 100% 
comprometido en  este proyecto porque es 




hacer aunque sea una actividad corta estar 
todoo como que esa actividad tiene que ser 
perfecta para mí por lo menos para el grupo 
tiene que salir súper bien sin ni un error y 
para eso también se necesita bastante ayuda 
de los demás  pu porque los demás también 
tienen buenas ideas que de repente a uno  les 
falta complementar y la profesora también la 
profesora guía de nosotros Miss Cecilia 
Bestias nos ayudó bastante con eso en 
especial a ayudar a buscar actividades 
apropiadas y por eso yo creo que la mayoría 
de las actividades salieron bien y se 
cumplieron bastante los propósitos. 
Entrevistador: 5- Según su opinión ¿Qué 
ventajas o desventajas destacaría de este 
proceso de planificación de las actividades?   
 
RESPUESTA  
bueno para mi hay muchas más ventajas que 
desventajas de hecho se me hace difícil ver 
las desventajas de los otros grupos por 
ejemplo las ventajas como le había 
mencionado muchas veces antes la ayuda que 
se da entre los colaboradores eee la confianza 
que se da en los grupos interactivos al 




confianza que se ve con los alumnos las 
cercanía que tiene uno la relación que llega a 
tener con los alumnos eee laaa la facilitación 
que se hace con los materiales también como 
al ser tan poco es tan fácil implementar la 
mayoría de las actividades pu y como que 
pareciera que todas las actividades sirven pu 
por lo menos la mayoría esas son las ventajas, 
las desventajas podrían ser eso mismo de que 
no todas las actividades funcionan claramente 
hay actividades que funcionan mucho menos 
que de repente uno cree que pueden servir al 
ser poquitos  quee no se pu actividades para 
mi de comprensión lectora creo que son un 
poquito latera y se nota al tiro por que los 
alumnos tampoco como que tienen mucho la 
disposición a hacer actividades lateras en 
grupos interactivos como que siempre se 
piensa aa grupo interactivo vamos a hacer 
juegos vamos hacer actividades divertidas 
vamos a irnos moviendo y todo pero claro las 
desventajas queee igual un poco 




complejas o tal vez la forma en que se hace 
como que siempre uno tiene que tratar de 
hacerla de  forma entretenida y a veces uno 
no está con la disposición de hacer algo así 
como aaa bácan algo entretenido algo 
chistoso que los alumnos puedan estar 
motivados po pero oo por lo menos yo trato 
siempre de hacer las actividades super 
entretenidas como que siempre mi actitud es 
estar feliz con los alumnos que vean la 
confianza que vean que uno está 
entusiasmado también con esto porque los 
alumnos también tiene que ver la disposición 
también del colaborador porque el 
colaborador va con una disposición amargada 
obviamente la estación va a ser como la más 
fome y si uno va con una disposición a estar 
feliz a estar como más alegre más 
entusiasmado se ve como que uno está más 
motivado haciendo la actividad y como que al 





Entrevistador 6- Durante las intervenciones: 
¿Cómo fue la relación de los alumnos con los 
colaboradores de aprendizaje? 
 
  
RESPUESTA; para mí fue una relación súper 
cercana, por lo menos con los alumnos que 
estuve en primero de la universidad y con los 
alumnos de octavo en Penco, aunque no haya, 
no sé aunque no tenga mucha relación afuera 
del colegio o de la universidad, puedo decir 
de que en el momento, la pasé súper bien y 
traté de hacer que mis alumnos también la 
pasaran bien, traté de hacer un ambiente 
como de confianza, eso es como lo más 
importante según yo, crear un ambiente como 
para que las relaciones seden bien. Yo 
aprendí a conocer muchos alumnos eee, 
mientras hacía los grupos , porque al tener 
esa relación tan cercana, uno mientras va 
haciendo las actividades, puede irles 
preguntando a los alumnos sobre sus intereses 
y así agarrarlos más también y tal vez 
motivarlos más , porque cuando los alumnos, 
según yo, cuando empiezan a hablar de las 
cosas que les gustan eee, como que se 
empiezan a motivar un poco más también, 




que eran sobre intereses y yo empezaba a 
preguntarles ya… a ti te gustaaa…ee ver tele, 
sí y, no me quedaba solamente ahí y le 
preguntaba y qué programas te gusta ver, qué 
programas no te gustan tanto, qué tipos de 
cosas ven en tu casa y así los alumnos se 
sienten como más cómodos de poder usar el 
inglés y poder hablar más y hablar como 
cosas cotidianas que a veces son las que 
faltan un poco en la comunicación o  que les 
da vergüenza porque no saben bien como 
expresarse entonces, yo trataba como siempre 
darles una confianza y que tuviera una 
relación, bien relajada con los alumnos, que 
no se sintieran así como "OY que lo que están 
haciendo es todo evaluado o que tiene que 
salir perfecto o es como una clase muy 
estricta y que si me equivoco el profesor 
puede enojarse o puede reaccionar de otra 
forma o me pueda corregir de una forma muy 
antipática, obviamente que no pu, uno trataba 
de hacer la relación relajada y que los 




pudieran, por lo menos me funcionó, súper 
bien con los alumnos de primero de la 
universidad. Que, traté de que los alumnos se 
relajaran al máximo y que pudieran 
expresarse todo lo que pudieran, mientras 
más hablaran mejor y traté de conseguir que 
usaran bastante vocabulario y también eso, 
como son poquitos, la relación es como de 
harta confianza se pueden corregir entre los 
mismos compañeros, por ejemplo si uno se 
equivoca o uno no encuentra la palabra, los 
compañeros al tiroooo súper entusiasmados 
tratan de ayudarlo y, por lo menos me gustó 
bastante eeee, esa relación que se da entre 











ANNEX I: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
COLLABORATOR 2 
ENTREVISTA COLLABORATOR 2 
Entrevistador: 1 ¿Cuál es el rol de los 
colaboradores en la planificación e 





Yo creo que el rol de los colaboradores al 
momento de planificar es primordial y muy 
importante para que resulte eeh… exitosa la 
intervención con los estudiantes, puesto 
que… como colaboradores tenemos que ver 
muy bien que es lo que vamos a enseñar, el 
contenido en específico, vemos el 
vocabulario que vamos a usar y todos los 
colaboradores debemos usar eso mismo para 
que eehh… los estudiantes se lo aprendan de 
verdad y además eehh… nos dividimos bien 
que métodos usar para que haya variedad de 
estilos de aprendizaje en en los que, osea 
estilos de enseñanza para usar y que ellos y 
que cubra todo lo… los alumnos de… del 
curso. 
 
Entrevistador-2¿De qué manera cree que los 
grupos interactivos facilitaron la 





 Yo creo que los grupos interactivos facilitan 
la comunicación entre los alumnos eemm en 
cuanto a… a la confianza que se… que se 
genera entre el colaborador y… y un grupo 
pequeño de alumnos, donde están en grupos 
pequeños resuelven sus dudas, preguntan sin 
temor a hacer el ridículo y… y se genera una 
confianza que los hace eeh… resolver más 
sus inquietudes a que si estuviesen con frente 
al profesor, ehh tener que levantar la mano 
eehh… frente a los 30 alumnos que tienen, a 
veces creen que las preguntas son muy 
estúpidas, pero siempre en grupos eeh… del 
método interactivo, los alumnos resuelven 
eeh…, preguntan mucho, preguntan mucho 
más. 
Entrevistador3-¿Qué tipo de actividades 
fueron efectivas para la enseñanza del inglés? 
 
RESPUESTA,  
Yo creo que cada estación eeh… tenía una 
actividad muy distinta, podía ser un listening, 
un writting y… cada habilidad que se 
ocupaba en… en las distintas actividades eran 
efectivas para… para cierto… ciertos 




5 stations o depende el número de stations 
que se usen, eeh… todos van a tener algún 
aprendizaje significativo en una de esas 
estaciones, alguno va… va... le va a tocar 
trabajar en lo que… para lo que es más hábil 
y yo creo que eso, no se… no se le olvida y al 
reforzarlo con las otras eeh… estaciones 
aunque le aunque le cueste eeh… aprende… 
aprende mucho más que solo trabajar con un 
método de enseñanza durante las dos horas de 
clases. 
 
Entrevistador 4-¿De qué manera se 
planificaron las actividades para las 
intervenciones de los grupos interactivos?  
 
RESPUESTA 
Nosotros planificamos eeh… las actividades 
repartiéndonos el… el contenido, la unidad y 
cada uno eeh…, cada colaborador eeh… 
generaba ideas, después en una reunión, a la 
semana siguiente nos juntábamos y… y... 
compartíamos nuestras ideas para ver cuáles 
eran las más… las más apropiadas o las más 
útiles para poder implementarlas en… en 
nuestra próxima intervención, después cada 




planificación de las actividades que iba a 
realizar. 
Entrevistador: 5- Según su opinión ¿Qué 
ventajas o desventajas destacaría de este 
proceso de planificación de las actividades?   
 
RESPUESTA  
Hay ventajas y desventajas que destacar de 
este proceso de planificación. Las ventajas es 
que nosotros podemos ver muy bien qué es lo 
mejor para cada alumno; podemos compartir 
nuestras experiencias y... y... y ver qué es lo 
que no funciona de la… por ejemplo de la 
intervención anterior y ver qué es lo, lo que 
sirve más, podemos repartirnos el vocabulario 
de tal forma que todos sabemos lo que vamos 
a hacer y... y  cada uno, cada int... cada 
colaborador tiene muy claro el vocabulario 
que va a usar eeh… y...y lo hacemos que 
todos tengamos las mismas, el mismo léxico 
eeh… para que sea más fácil para ellos, se lo 
vayan memorizando y todos en cada station 
se vea representada el mismo vocabulario, 
pero una de las desventajas es la distancia, el 
horario, porque nosotros teníamos que viajar 
a... de concepción a penco, lo que tomaba 




teníamos clases y… un período muy corto de 
tiempo para viajar allá solamente por una 
reunión, esa es una de las desventajas, tener 
que planificar en equipos, cuando cada uno es 
de distinta comuna, ciudad y... y tocaba hacer 
planificaciones. 
Entrevistador 6- Durante las intervenciones: 
¿Cómo fue la relación de los alumnos con los 




La relación de los alumnos con los 
colaboradores fue… más cercana que un... de 
un profesor a... a un... a un alumno eem... 
obviamente no tan cercana como un profesor 
que ya lleva eemm años con los mismos 
alumnos a nosotros que los conocimos desde 
que empezamos a usar el... el método 
interactivo este semestre, pero... pero la 
relación era muy muy cercana porque ellos 
nos conversaban de de sus intereses, eeh… no 
era solamente materia y... y... y practicar solo 
sólo eso, también ellos eeh… aplicaban sus 
conocimientos con lo que ellos también les 
gustaba, les gustaba hacer, les interesaba. 
Eeh… cabe destacar también que los 




muy respetuosos, y fáciles de... de manejar, 
se... tenían mucha disposición para hacer las 
actividades y cuando alguno no tenía la 
disposición ya eran como los grupos eran 
chicos eeh… podíamos controlar la situación 






















ANNEX J: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW 
COLLABORATOR 3 
ENTREVISTA PROFESOR DE INGLÉS, COLLABORATOR 3 
Entrevistador: 1¿Cuál es el rol de los 
colaboradores en la planificación e 




Colaborador: Como decíamos, planificar en 
conjunto con el profesor es un referente 
distinto, nuevo para los estudiantes. Eeeee ser 
facilitadores del aprendizaje. Eeee como tú 
preguntabas, normalmente eeee en la escuela, 
a principios de año se genera un test de 
estilos cognitivos, estilos de aprendizaje, 
conocemos cómo aprenden nuestros 
estudiantes de esa manera, el grueso  del 
curso en realidad y, a partir de eso se 
planifica. Eeee, te comentaba que una 
experiencia que se tuvo en nuestro curso eee, 
un comentario que me hizo una colaboradora 
de aprendizaje, es que al trabajar con grupos 
pequeños de estudiantes, es que rápidamente 
uno va notando los estilos de cada uno de 
ellos, por lo tanto, la primera intervención es 
de suma importancia para las que siguen, 




mucho más fácil agruparlos y poder trabajar 
en las individualidades. 
Entrevistador-2¿De qué manera cree que los 
grupos interactivos facilitaron la 
comunicación entre los alumnos? 
 
Colaborador: no sé si comunicación o no, 
pero sí en cierta forma, el aprendizaje, eso se 
ve evidenciado rápidamente. Lo curioso, 
muchas veces intentamos introducir algunas 
estructuras, no fue tan exitoso como cuando 
introdujimos vocabulario, como experiencia 
acumulada digamos, de años anteriores que, 
realmente, se acordaban mucho más rápido y 
trabajaban mucho más rápido la clase 
siguiente. Cuando estábamos reforzando, 
igual, un vocabulario eee o alguna estructura, 
sirvió bastante, los estudiantes, rápidamente 
construían y seguían ee, trabajando. Ahora, 
también por, por  situaciones que uno va 
viendo como colaborador en ese instante o 
los comentarios de otros colaboradores, es la 
ayuda que se genera entre ellos, o sea ese 
compañerismo, van conversando y se van 
apoyando… Son solidarios (entrevistador). 
Claro, eso es lo que más observé en realidad 




fluído entre ellos, dentro del Inglés, 
obviamente se va generando patrones o 
chunks of language que se repetían más, 
mmm eso también favorecía. 
Entrevistador 3- ¿Qué tipo de actividades 
fueron efectivas para la enseñanza del inglés? 
 
Colaborador: EEEE, probamos muchas, eee, 
en realidad probamos varios enfoques y 
varios tipos de actividades. Yo creo que el 
TPR es uno de los que más va quedando 
cuando hablamos de vocabulario, lo lúdico. 
Muchas veces se hicieron juegos en algunas 
estaciones, los estudiantes igual fueron 
haciendo más ruido y les permitieron que se 
tuviera un vocabulario por ejemplo en 
algunas actividades. Será que asocian los 
movimientos y las experiencias corporales, 
por decirlo así, en su aprendizaje 
(entrevistador), de hecho, hay hay estudios 
que demuestran que lo kinestésico eee 
genera, el movimiento genera mayor 
circulación y flujo a tu cerebro, durante el 
aprendizaje es mejor y hay actividades que 
han hecho nuestros cursos, de pronto, están 




vueltas al hall, suben y después las 
actividades fluyen mucho mejor, mira ah 
(entrevistador. Eee y, obviamente van 
asociando patrones, es como la nemotecnia, 
asocian patrones al aprendizaje, a las 
palabras, a la estructura que en cierta forma, 
les va sirviendo. Lo lúdico, aprendieron 
jugando y no se dieron cuenta(es que a ellos 
les gusta moverse entrevistador, depende del 
curso, porque al adolescente, no le gusta 
moverse, de repente andan con toda la lata, él 
quiere estar echado y no hacer nada o no 
moverse, de pronto llegan con mucha energía 
y sí  se quieren mover, este año, 
particularmente, ellos tuvieron clases a las 8 
de la mañana, llegaban totalmente sleepy, 
llegaban con mucho sueño, recordemos que, 
en cierta forma, los roles parentales aquí, no 
funcionan mucho. donde algunos se acuestan 
muy tarde, eee que es un factor que influye, 
por lo tanto llegaban con mucho sueño 
Distinto a cuando teníamos el bloque del 




despiertos, más activados y servía más eee, 
un…. Lúdico o cuando íbamos 
implementando todo, por ejemplo de repente 
yo trabajé una estación donde trabajaba 
listening-reading o speaking Reading y, en 
cierta forma, igual iba haciendo sentido, 
curiosamente, después de la primera vuelta , 
por así decirlo, ya tuvieron un input  , por lo 
tanto la estación siguiente, siempre va a ser 
más fácil, los chiquillos también ya van 
asociando…generalmente, la primera es 
mucho más compleja, porque están activando 
todo el conocimiento, están agarrando todo el 
input, pero la segunda ya se hace todo mucho 
más rápido, más fácil, pero sí yo creo las 
actividades que más efecto producen en los 
chiquillos es la que provocan movimiento, 
TPR generalmente es lo más… 
 
Entrevistador 4-¿De qué manera se 
planificaron las actividades para las 
intervenciones de los grupos interactivos?  
 
Colaborador: ok, como mencionábamos 
anteriormente, nos reuníamos los días jueves, 
bueno, en este caso fue con la coordinación 




trabajaba en la universidad con los chiquillos 
preparaban la actividad, acordábamos los 
temas, hubieron acciones que por tiempo 
fueron asincrónicas o sea no nos reunimos 
todos eee Alejandra trabajaba con los 
alumnos en práctica en la universidad ee y 
nosotros trabajábamos aquí con las dos 
alumnas en práctica, planificábamos los días 
jueves, determinábamos el tema y 
empezábamos a ver obviamente qué hacía 
cada uno tratando de aportar distintos tipos de 
habilidades, tipos de actividades, tipos de 
enfoque, entonces algunos decían no yo voy a 
tratar de trabajar un listening Reading otros 
Reading otros speaking, los tpr, (se iban 
rotando las actividades o siempre le tocaba a 
uno el tpr), normalmente no (o sea eran 
especialistas en..) casi, no algunos decían yo 
me siento cómodo con esto, siento que lo 
domino, yo lo trabajo eee , otras veces no, 
decidíamos intercambiar, pero generalmente 
eee manteníamos el tipo de actividad, muchas 




vocabulario, pero manteníamos el tipo, como 
en cierta forma, como tú dices, como un tipo 
de especialidad manteníamos la especialidad, 
yo me especializo en esto, es con lo que me 
siento más cómodo, con lo que domino 
mejor, por lo tanto eso también provocaba el 
sentirse cómodo, no se siente incómodo ni 
complejo se sentía grato, a gusto, por lo tanto 
era mucho más fácil trabajarlo de ese modo. 
 
Entrevistador: 5- Según su opinión ¿Qué 
ventajas o desventajas destacaría de este 
proceso de planificación de las actividades?   
 
Colaborador: Desventajas, ee yo creo que es 
la coordinación de los tiempos, con los 
facilitadores, ee lograr coordinar tiempos eee, 
porque, en realidad  yo tengo un horario 
como super complejo, super acotado eee 
también así, de repente los estudiantes de la 
universidad, por lo tanto, lograr coordinar un 
punto y un lugar de trabajo para planificar así 
como detalladamente como corresponde creo 
que es lo más complejo. EEee las ventajas, 
muchas, o sea, hay un proceso de 
enriquecimiento, porque muchas veces tu no 




los grupo?) sí, por lo menos si tu no los 
logras conocer, el otro colaborador si, al 
planificar y compartir las experiencias, 
aportan cosas super significativas en relación 
a cómo van aprendiendo los chiquillos, aparte 
de  enriquecer la práctica con ideas nuevas, 
porque se generan diálogos pedagógicos 
entretenidos, esto es mejor, esto no es mejor, 
esto me resultó la vez anterior, cómo lo 
puedo mejorar, por lo tanto, la reflexión está 
latente super fuerte(después de cada 
intervención hacían una reflexión ustedes con 
los colaboradores o no?). Este año no 
alcanzamos, no alcanzamos ,porque muchas 
veces los chiquillos tenían clases entonces, 
terminaba la clase de repente y volaban o sea, 
se iban rápidamente, generalmente cuando 
nos juntábamos a planificar, de repente había 
un feedback, ok cómo resultó, o 
informalmente, mientras se hacía el cierre, yo 
les preguntaba, bueno, cómo lo hiciste, te 
resultó, fue efectivo y las opiniones eran 




instancia de hacer un cierre formal, ok cómo 
resultó esto, evaluémoslo, veamos lo rico ,lo 
malo que hay que mejorar para la próxima 
estación. La próxima vez que esto…la 
próxima intervención, lamentablemente ese 
espacio, no lo tuvimos por tiempo 
informalmente, sí lo hacíamos al inicio de 
cuando nos sentábamos a planificar la 
siguiente actividad o mientras se hacía el 
cierre trabajábamos en escalera, uno lo hacía, 
uno le preguntaba a los chiquillos, niños qué 
estación te gustó más, cuál fue la más 
efectiva, en cuál aprendiste más, según el 
parecer de ellos, pero una instancia formal de 
cierre, no, pero con relación a las ventajas y 
desventajas, la única desventaja, el tiempo, el 
reunirse, pero el resto…ventajas. 
 
Entrevistador 6- Durante las intervenciones: 
¿Cómo fue la relación de los alumnos con los 
colaboradores de aprendizaje? 
 
  
Colaborador: siempre ha sido super 
buena,eee como documenta ahí, fue un poco 
más estrecha por los tiempos, o sea, nos 
veíamos de pronto al planificar, de repente 




no se formó n equipo así super afiatado como 
sí ocurre con otros estudiantes en práctica o 
como sí ha ocurrido en años anteriores y, 
netamente , por lo que argumentamos, por los 
tiempos, por las veces en que nos sentábamos  
a planificar en conjunto, fueron super, eeee, 
no sé, de las 6 o 7 que hicimos, ee 4 veces 
logramos reunirnos, presencialmente a 
trabajar, las últimas fueron asincrónicas , 
porque ya los chiquillos estaban colapsados 
con la universidad, con las actividades, con 
todo lo que tienen que hacer. Con Alejandra 
nos coordinábamos, les decíamos que la 
próxima semana vamos a hacer tal  actividad, 
vamos a mantener los trabajos, vamos a 
modificar la actividad en términos de 
estructura o de contenido por el tema, 
netamente tiempo, pero otros años ha sido 
super bueno, o sea se ha generado un lazo 
súper fuerte. Si tuviéramos u  tiempo 
determinado, que tal día nos vamos a juntar a 
planificar, evaluar lo que se está haciendo, se 




significativo, definitivamente, como, 
netamente trabajamos en base a voluntarios y 
con los tiempos que ellos tienen, fue 
complejo. Alejandra sí, con Cecilia, fueron 
excelentes coordinadoras, de pronto ellas 
venían, trabajaban con nosotros al momento 
como, como expertos a planificar eee, pero 
coordinar los tiempos para generar una mejor 
relación con ellos fue complejo. La 
disposición de ellos fue pero enorme, en ese 
sentido, nada que decir, una excelente 
disposición, de pronto faltaron por diferentes 
motivos, pero una excelente disposición al 
trabajo o sea y a colaborar y aprender de este 
método osea.., les tocó cosas super complejas 
porque presentamos el proyecto, en esa 
oportunidad vino “la Donatila Ferrada”, 
Cecilia, Alejandra y, en el consejo de 
profesores igual se generó una situación 
como super compleja y tensa con algunos 
profesores por no comprender el proceso(por 
no creer en la metodología),no, no 




ocurriendo en ese instante, se imaginaron una 
capacitación distinta (se cerraron o no ), 
criticaron desde el no conocimiento. EEE 
durante el proceso una profesora quedó como 
con el bichito, me empezó a hacer preguntas 
y decidió implementarlo en su sala, que fue 
en 3° básico y quedó siempre con el bichito: 
“y cómo es y por qué y quién planifica y 
cómo se hace? ”yo le fui contando como se 
hacía eee y lo decidió implementar se logró 
hacer como 2 ó 3 intervenciones en ese curso 
y  que fueron super buenas, a ella le gustó 
bastante, entonces eso puede  también ir 
cambiando las creencias del resto de los 
profesores (tal vez podríamos implementarlas 
el próximo año en su curso) eeee, se está 
viendo eso (mira ah?), porque de hecho el 
próximo año también hay algunos cambios 
con relación a las actividades que ella va a 
tener  en la escuela, eeee siendo que es un 
curso super bueno, igual son 33 y como 7 
hiperactivos así pero full en la sala de clases, 




promedio aquí, no sé, son unos 28,30 y ellos 
son 33 y hay muchos estudiantes que son 
hiperactivos,  se mueven bastante en la sala, 
lo que hace complejo el ambiente dentro de 
esa sala (pobre profe), eee pero son chicos 
super muv. rápidos, super movidos para 
aprender (si po, los niños inquietos aprenden 
rapidito),no, el grupo total el grupo curso en 
general y una de las colaboradoras que yo 
conozco bastante me dice que es un super 
buen curso, se mueven rápido eee y  me dice 
que incluso, sería super entretenido trabajarlo 
desde el Inglés también (por eso), lo malo es 
que es un cuarto básico y los colaboradores 
parten en quinto, pero se podríaaa (yo creo 
que no habría problema en implementarlo en 
cuarto básico), habría que intentarlo (y de 
repente, mientras más chicos tu sabes que es 








                                            ANNEX K: FOCUS GROUP 
INTERVIEWER FOCUS GROUP 
1.- ¿Qué tipos de actividades realizaste cuando 
trabajabas en los grupos interactivos? 
Student 1:“…Realizamos actividades de 
juego. En cada estación, había distintas 
actividades…”  
 
Student 2:“…a veces leíamos un texto y nos 
salían preguntas y teníamos que completar con 
los datos”. “todas las estaciones eran 
distintas…aprender así era más entretenido…” 
2.- ¿Has mejorado tu produción oral y escrita 
al trabajar en inglés en los grupos interactivos? 
¿De qué manera? 
Student 1: “…Sí, nos cuesta menos pronunciar 
palabras ahora…  antes había que preguntarle 
al profe  cosas y ahora somos capaces de 
escribir o decidir algunas frases (solos)… 
(ahora)no se nos hace tan difícil…”  
 
Student 3:”…en un video tuvimos que 





3.- ¿Tuviste la oportunidad de escuchar, 
hablar, leer y escribir en inglés? Da ejemplos 
Student 1:“…Si, hemos tenido todas esas 
actividades  dentro del grupo… (al) pronunciar 
se va fomentando el lenguaje . También 
podíamos leer y escribir a la vez o inventar 
oraciones escribiendo o también nos hacían 
actividades con compresión auditiva, nos 
hacían escuchar canciones y completar las 
hojas...” 
 
Student 2: “…después de dos años con la 
metodología, podemos comprender que es una 











4. ¿Cómo te sentiste cuando trabajaste en los 
grupos interactivos? 
¿Qué relación se daba entre los que 
participaban? 
Student 3:“…yo me sentía cómodo porque los 
profesores igual nos hacían sentir cómodos nos 
explicaban bien, no nos sentíamos incomodos 
o que eran pesados,  siempre nos explicaban 
bien con confianza , así que eso quería 




Student 1: “…O también con relación a los 
compañeros a veces en el mismo grupo 
hacíamos actividades en parejas… entonces 
con los compañeros había una relación más 
fuerte y los dos podíamos aprender algo 
usando el Inglés…” 
 
Student 2:“… a veces teníamos que escribir 
nosotros nuestras oraciones (y) compararlas 
con la del compañero y así… aparte de  
desarrollar el inglés, se iban aprendiendo cosas 
que un compañero (tal vez) no sabía entonces 
era fortalecer la relación…”   
 
Student 1:“…Había compañeros que (antes de 
la implementación) no hablaban, que ni 
siquiera compartían… (ahora) hay más 
aceptación (motivación) de ir a clases o cosas 
así, porque igual la misma cosa de siempre de 
tener un profesor adelante y escuchar, igual 
como que cansa y  las actividades (con la 
metodología de los grupos interactivos) eran 





Student 2:”… A mí me gustaba porque como 
éramos menos en el grupo cada uno aprendía 
mejor…cuando somos hartos, no 
aprendemos.” “Era como más 
personalizado…”  
 
Student 1:“…Yo en los grupos  interactivos 
me sentía  cómoda, porque los profesores eran 
como de confianza y las cosas que hacían ellos 
eran como para aprender más de lo que 
nosotros sabíamos, cosas así…” 
5.- ¿Te gustaron los materiales que usaron en 
los grupos interactivos?, ¿Les ayudaban a 
entender mejor? 
Student 2: “sí, porque eran llamativos…” 
 
Student 1:“…claro porque no era solo un 
material que se repitiera si no que  en cada 
estación, cada día que nos tocaba era una cosa 
diferente y había diferentes formas de 
aprender…(y como)cada uno tiene su forma de 
aprender podía aprender de la forma que más 





Student 3:“…a veces cuando más entretenido 
más cosas aprendí , porque le da más interés a 
aprender con juegos entretenidos, no era tanto 
leer y escribir no era así tan fome … “ 
 
6.- ¿Cuál crees tu que era tu función cuando 
trabajabas en los grupos interactivos? 
Student 3:“yo creo que mi función fue como 
ayudar a mis compañeros que les costaba más, 
ya que a mí no me cuesta tanto...” 
 
Student 1:”… en conjunto todos éramos un 
grupo positivo… (nos apoyábamos) si alguien 
tenía un problema o se quedaba atrás de la 
lección …así todos podíamos avanzar al 
mismo tiempo…” 
 
Student 2:”…(se pretendía) que todos fueran 
logrando un aprendizaje y al fin y al cabo 






7. ¿Qué tipo de relación se dio entre los pares y 
con los colaboradores? 
Student 1: “…Cuando cada cual que tenía una 
duda, le podíamos preguntar sin problema al 
profesor y corregíamos lo que tenían 
equivocado…” 
 
Student 2: “…nos apoyábamos entre todos… 
cuando uno no sabía, el seba nos traducía…” 

















ANNEX L: PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 







1. ¿Cuál es el rol de 
los colaboradores en 
la planificación e 
implementación de 
la metodología de 
los grupos 
interactivos?  




dice la palabra  
(pausa) porque entre 
todos nos ayudamos 
(por ejemplo) en las 
planificaciones. Por 
lo menos cada vez 
que alguno tenía un 
problema los demás 
trataban de 
solucionarlo y entre 
todos tratábamos de 
ver las posibles 
soluciones a cada 
problema que se 
presentaba, y 




cumplíamos el rol 
de facilitador del 
aprendizaje porque 
nosotros tratábamos 
de llevar las 
herramientas para 
que los alumnos 
pudieran desarrollar 
todo el aprendizaje. 
Nosotros tratábamos 
de poner al alcance 
a los alumnos de la 
manera más 
entretenida o tal vez 
más efectiva  (para 
“Yo creo que el rol 
de los colaboradores 
al momento de 
planificar es 
primordial y muy 
importante para que 
resulte exitosa la 




tenemos que ver muy 
bien qué es lo que 
vamos a enseñar, el 
contenido en 
específico… nos 
dividimos bien qué 
métodos usar para 
que haya variedad de 
estilos ..” 
 




skip(ping) steps in an 
activity or think(ing) 
about the skills 
students have 
according to what 




conjunto con el 
profesor es un 
referente distinto, 





normalmente en la 
escuela, a principios 
de año, se genera un 
test de estilos 
cognitivos, estilos de 
aprendizaje… y, a 
partir de eso se 
planifica. … al 
trabajar con grupos 
pequeños de 
estudiantes, 
rápidamente uno va 
notando los estilos de 




ellos), los distintos 
contenidos. “ 
2 ¿De qué manera 






“inmensa ya que 
muchos alumnos 
que uno por lo 
general ve que no 
hablan mucho en 
clases… son los que 
uno más trata de 
hacer hablar y 
funciona, mucho 
porque (por) lo 
general son alumnos 
que les da 
vergüenza 
comunicarse, les da 
vergüenza hablar en 
inglés, pero como 
somos poquitos en 
un grupo y como 
uno también les da 
la confianza… 
(tratando de) ser lo 
más empático (uno 
intenta) hablarle con 
buenas palabras 
…de alentarlo (para 
que) hablen 
entonces eso se nota 
que…(sienten) 
confianza y pueden 
hablar bien, aunque 
de repente no bien 
gramáticamente 




porque como son 
poquitos …” 




los alumnos en 
cuanto a… a la 
confianza que se… 
genera entre el 
colaborador y un 
grupo pequeño de 
alumnos… (Porque) 
resuelven sus dudas, 
preguntan sin temor 
a hacer el ridículo y 
se genera una 
confianza…” 
Además, como son 
todos los alumnos 
distintos, esta 
metodología nos dio 
la oportunidad de 
conocerlos mejor” 
“no sé si 
comunicación o no, 
pero sí en cierta 
forma, el aprendizaje, 
eso se ve evidenciado 
rápidamente... se 
acordaban mucho más 
rápido y trabajaban 
mucho más rápido la 
clase siguiente… 
(Otro elemento) es la 
ayuda que se genera 
entre ellos, o sea ese 
compañerismo, van 




provides a good and 
meaningful learning 
environment because 
it allows students to 
learn together (…) 
peer learning is more 
meaningful.” 
3. ¿Qué tipo de 
actividades fueron 
efectivas para la 
enseñanza del 
inglés? 
“Para mí por lo 
menos…harta 
Flashcards, hartos 
dibujos , harto 
vocabulario … de 
distintas formas… 
harto TPR … (al 
“Yo creo que cada 
estación… tenía una 
actividad muy 
distinta...(de una u 
otra forma)todos (los 
“en realidad 
probamos varios 
enfoques y varios 
tipos de actividades. 
Yo creo que el TPR 
es uno de los que más 






pienso qué actividad 
puede ser más 
efectiva …” 
alumnos)van a tener 
algún aprendizaje…” 
hablamos de 
vocabulario, lo lúdico. 
…yo creo las 
actividades que más 
efecto producen en 
los chiquillos es la 
que provocan 
movimiento, TPR 
generalmente es lo 
más… 
(pausa)(efectivo) 
4. ¿De qué manera 
se planificaron las 



















compañeros  yo, por 
lo menos, siento que 
a mi mis 
compañeros me 
ayudaron mucho y 
yo igual trate de 
ayudarlos en lo más 
que podía … en mi 
opinión, es como 
súper buena la 







contenido, la unidad 
y cada uno, cada 
colaborador 
generaba ideas. 
Después, en una 




nuestras ideas para 
ver cuáles eran las 
más apropiadas …” 




a ver obviamente qué 
hacía cada uno 
tratando de aportar 
distintos tipos de 
actividades, tipos de 
enfoque…” 
5. Según su opinión 
¿Qué ventajas o 
desventajas 
destacaría de este 
proceso de 
planificación de las 
actividades?   
 




que se da entre los 
colaboradores, la 
confianza que se da 
en los grupos 
interactivos al 
“ Las ventajas es que 
nosotros podemos 
ver muy bien qué es 




(titubeo) ver qué es 
lo que no funciona 
“yo creo que (la 
mayor desventaja) es 
la coordinación de los 
tiempos (con los 
colaboradores… 
(llegar a) coordinar un 
punto y un lugar de 
trabajo para planificar 






actividades … la 
relación que llega a 
tener con los 
alumnos, la 
facilitación que se 
hace con los 
materiales…  las 
desventajas podrían 
ser (pausa)que no 




creo que son un 
poquito lateras (y 




Solución: tener a los 
niños siempre 
sentados en grupo 
Para poder 
planificar tranquila, 
tendría que hacerlo 
en la casa, no en 
grupo en el colegio 
de la intervención 
anterior y ver qué es 
lo, lo que sirve más, 
podemos repartirnos 
el vocabulario de tal 
forma que todos 
sabemos lo que 
vamos a hacer…pero 
una de las 
desventajas es la 
distancia, el horario, 
porque nosotros 
teníamos que viajar  
de Concepción a 




que planificar en 
equipos, cuando cada 
uno es de distinta 
comuna, ciudad… 
complejo…. Las 
ventajas, muchas, o 
sea, hay un proceso 
de enriquecimiento… 







entretenidos... (se da 
lugar a ) la 
reflexión… (después 
de cada intervención 
hacían una ….(pero 
en general) la única 
desventaja, el tiempo, 
el reunirse, pero el 
resto…ventajas.” 
 
6. Durante las 
intervenciones: 
¿Cómo fue la 
relación de los 
alumnos con los 
colaboradores de 
aprendizaje? 
“para mí fue una 
relación súper 
cercana… la pasé 
súper bien y traté de 
hacer que mis 
alumnos también la 
pasaran bien, traté 
de hacer un 
ambiente como de 
confianza, eso es 
como lo más 
importante según 
y(de esa forma) se 
empiezan a motivar 
un poco más… así 
los alumnos se 
sienten como más 
cómodos de poder 
“La relación de los 
alumnos con los 
colaboradores fue 
más cercana que de 
un profesor… ellos 
nos conversaban de 
sus intereses…no era 
solamente materia… 
(por otro lado)cabe 





para hacer las 
actividades y cuando 
alguno no tenía la 
disposición ya eran 
“siempre ha sido 
súper buena…o sea se 
ha generado un lazo 
súper 
fuerte…(aunque) 
coordinar los tiempos 
para generar una 
mejor relación con 
ellos fue complejo. La 
disposición de ellos 
fue pero enorme, en 
ese sentido, nada que 






usar el inglés y 
poder hablar más y 
hablar como cosas 
cotidianas que a 
veces son las que 
faltan un poco en la 
comunicación o  
que les da 
vergüenza … traté 
de que los alumnos 
se relajaran al 
máximo y que 
pudieran expresarse 
todo lo que 
pudieran, mientras 
más hablaran 
mejor…”… por lo 
menos me gustó 
bastante , esa 
relación que se da 
entre alumnos y 
colaboradores. 
como los grupos eran 
chicos, podíamos 
















ANNEX M: MATRIX OF QUESTIONS 
Specific Object Category Subcategory Questions 
To identify the role 
of the students and 
 the language 
collaborators 
involved in the 
process of learning 
English as a foreign 
language.  









1.1.1.1 ¿Cuál es la 
tarea que realizas 




1.1.2.1  ¿Crees que 
has mejorado tu 
producción oral con 
la ayuda de los 
colaboradores? 
1.1.2.2 ¿Te sientes 
cómodo al 
interactuar con los 
colaboradores? 
1.1.2.3 Dentro de las 
actividades que 




hablar o escribir en 
inglés? Da ejemplos  
1.2 Role of  
collaborators 





1.1.2.1 ¿Cuál es el 
rol de los 
colaboradores en el 
proceso de 
aprendizaje de la 
lengua extranjera? 
1.1.3.1 En cuanto a 
los materiales 
utilizados en las 










¿Crees que cumplían 
con el nivel de 
inglés de los 
alumnos? 
Determine the 
perception of the 
students involved in 
the process of 
learning English as a 
foreign language 
2.1  Students´ 
Perception  












2.1.1.1 ¿Crees tú que  
aprendiste más con 






2.1.2.1En cuanto a la 
distribución de la 
sala ¿te sentiste 
cómodo con hacer 
pequeños grupos al 
trabajar en clase? 
 
2.1.3.1 En cuanto a 
los recursos 
utilizados en las 
clases, ¿te pareció 
atractivo  durante las 
clases? 
 
1.1.3.2 ¿Qué tipo de 
material te facilita 




To describe the 
relationship that is 
established between 
the students and the 
collaborators in the 
context of the 
Interactive 
Methodology. 









































3.1.1.1 Durante las 
intervenciones ¿Qué 
tipo de relación se 
da con los 
colaboradores? 
 
2.1.2.2 En cuanto a 
la comunicación con 
tus compañeros  ¿La 
metodología de 
grupos interactivos 
contribuyó a mejorar 
la comunicación con 
ellos?  
 
3.1.2.1 Durante las 
intervenciones ¿Qué 
tipo de relación se 
da con los alumnos? 
 
3.2.2.1 ¿Crees que 





3.2.2.2 ¿Te gustó la 
forma en que se  
trabajó en la clase de 
inglés con los 
grupos interactivos? 
 
3.2.2.2 ¿Cree usted 





para la enseñanza 
del inglés?  
 
3.2.2.3 ¿De qué 
manera se 
planificaron las 
actividades para las 








destacaría de este 
proceso de 
planificación de las 
actividades?  (good) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
